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Terrestrial fusion power is a low carbon alternative to conventional power
sources with reduced waste and proliferation concerns relative to fission power.
The complexity of fusion research devices means that many high performance
diagnostics are necessary to investigate the underlying physics of the environ-
ment. Field Programmable Gate Array technology provides a powerful and
flexible option when designing bespoke instrumentation.
A low-cost FPGA solution has been implemented for the Fission Chambers for
Neutron Flux Measurement data acquisition and real-time processing system.
This diagnostic improves the time resolution and utility compared to the old
system, with the use of FPGA technology facilitating maintainability and
future customisation. Results from tests at the National Physical Laboratory
show that the DC current and Campbell mode respond linearly to different
neutron fluxes.
Second, a collaboration with the Plasma Science and Fusion Centre is shown
in developing a proof-of-concept real-time biasing Langmuir Probe control sys-
tem. This uses the same FPGA hardware and workflow as the Fission Cham-
ber acquisition system to utilise previous experience for a short development
time. The system is demonstrated to be capable of up to a 1 MHz temporal
resolution of electron temperature, an order of magnitude faster than cur-
rent Langmuir probe control systems currently employed on MAST-Upgrade.
Open source development software and low-cost components will help facilitate
application to many different plasma devices.
Finally, work to enable real-time data acquisition for the second generation
Synthetic Aperture Microwave Imaging system is presented. A high bandwidth
2-D Doppler Backscattering diagnostic, the second generation SAMI instru-
ment will utilise 30 receiving polarisation separation antennas compared to the
original SAMI instrument’s 8 mono-polarisation antennas. Consequently, the
number of channels to be digitised has increased from 16 to 250, with accom-
panying increases in the data bandwidth requirements. FPGA technology has
been utilised to enable data acquisition rates at up to 80 gigabits/s with poten-
tial for up to 200 gigabits/s in the future. A method for multiple FPGA board
synchronisation has also been presented using the Precision Time Protocol.
Supervisors: Ray Sharples and Christopher Saunter
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This chapter serves as a general introduction to fusion, tokamaks and Field Pro-
grammable Gate Array (FPGA) technology. It will cover the basic plasma physics
that will be referenced throughout the thesis as well as the advantages and dis-
advantages of using in-house designed FPGA technology over application specific
custom hardware or more standard Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) devices.
1.1 Introduction to Fusion
With increasing demand for low carbon energy sources it is important to continue
pushing the technology envelope forward to provide as many solutions as pos-
sible [22]. Fusion power plants will provide high energy density sources with low to
no carbon emissions and without much of the high level, long lasting nuclear waste
or meltdown risk associated with traditional nuclear fission power [23]. However,
the technological breakthroughs required to achieve a fusion power plant and the
advanced technologies required to characterise and control these complex machines
cannot be understated. It should also be noted that technologies developed through
fusion research may contribute to other fields, as previously seen with other large
scientific endeavours [24] [25] [26]. A discussion on the role fusion can play in a future
energy mix can be found in appendix A.1 [27].
Nuclear fusion is the process of combining two nuclei into a single heavier nucleus.
Depending on the binding energy of the source nuclei this can either be an exo-
thermic or endothermic process. This is clearly shown in figure 1.1 which shows
the average binding energy (the amount of energy needed to separate nucleons) for
each element. For low nucleon elements fusion causes an increase in the binding
energy per nucleon and therefore a release in energy. The opposite is true for the
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high nucleon elements where fission (the act of separating an element) increases
the overall binding energy.
Figure 1.1: Figure showing the binding energy of elements relative to the num-
ber of nucleons. Used under the Creative Commons License, figure taken from
“Wikimedia Commons” [1].
In the core of stars the fusion process is predominantly proton-proton fusion [28].
This is not viable on earth as the proton-proton cross section is extremely low.
Stars can overcome the Coulomb barrier (in part a cause of the low proton-proton
cross section) between nucleons due to the large core pressures generated by their
mass, and the long confinement time of the fusion fuel. On Earth, the Coulomb
barrier is overcome with extremely high temperatures such that fusion reactants
collide at extremely high energies, and by using fusion reactants with a high cross
section, terrestrial fusion can be achieved. By themselves, both the high core
pressures in stars or the high incident particle energy in terrestrial fusion, would
not be sufficient to overcome the Coulomb barrier. Instead, quantum tunnelling
occurs in fusion reactions to bypass the energetic summit of the Coulomb barrier.
Figure 1.2 shows how quantum tunnelling can reduce the required energy necessary
to overcome the electrostatic potential between two like charged particles.
Figure 1.3 shows that the deuterium-tritium reaction has the most favourable cross
section with a peak collision energy at 100 keV; this is the current front runner for
fuel in future fusion power plants. However, tritium is a controlled material due
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Figure 1.2: Figure showing the potential well around an atomic nuclei. Quantum
effects are utilised to overcome the Coulomb barrier such that at short range the
strong atomic force dominates. Taken from “Fusion: A true challenge for an enorm-
ous reward” [2].
to its radioactivity and so is inconvenient to use for regular fusion experiments.
Instead a pure deuterium is usually used and this serves as a suitable substitute
to study the plasma physics and materials environment of a fusion device. From
figure 1.3 we can see that very high temperatures are necessary to achieve fusion.
Complicating matters further, the deuterium fusion reaction produces a high en-
ergy neutron which adds to the very harsh materials environment. The reaction
equations for both a tritium-deuterium fuel mix and a pure deuterium fuel and
shown in equations 1.1 and 1.2.
2
1H +21 H −→32 He+10 n(2.5MeV ) (1.1)
3
1H +21 H −→42 He+10 n(14.1MeV ) (1.2)
Finally, at the temperatures required to achieve fusion reactions the deuterium gas
forms a plasma. While this means that any material coming into contact with the
plasma would be destroyed, due to the electromagnetic properties of the plasma it
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Figure 1.3: Figure showing the fusion cross-section for different elements. Taken
from “Fusion Physics” [3]
can be contained by magnetic fields. All in all this means that achieving terrestrial
fusion is a complicated endeavour.
1.1.1 Lawson Criterion
As previously mentioned, to achieve terrestrial fusion we must heat our fuel to
extremely high temperatures, causing the fuel to form a plasma. To achieve a net
energy output the heating necessary to maintain our fusion plasma should come
from the energy emitted by the fusion reactions. It is clear that the self heating
power will be proportional to the fusion reactant rate, as fusion is the dominant
heat producing process, and so for maximum heating we should try to maximise
this rate. For a deuterium tritium fuel mixture the power is at a maximum when







Where the reactant rate 〈σν〉 has been maximised for the specific fusion reactants,
E is the energy released from a reaction and PF is the fusion power.
For the system to operate in steady state, with no external heating, the fusion
power available for heating should be at least equal to the system losses. As seen
in equations 1.1 and 1.2 there are two products from the fusion reaction; a Helium
nucleon and a neutron. Neutrons are electromagnetically neutral and have a very
small cross section with other materials; therefore the neutron generally escapes the
confining medium and is not available to deposit energy within the bulk plasma.
The energy available for heating is hence the fraction of energy left in the charged
helium nuclei.
The plasma losses can be defined as the fraction of total plasma energy (W ) that





Where τE can be determined through experiment for a given machine. By balancing
the power lost and heating power, a threshold can be found for the temperature







Where εα is the fraction of energy in the fusion alpha particle. Equation 1.5
can be used to calculate the minimum necessary product of number density and
confinement time for a given fuel temperature. The most favourable D-T fusion
fuel mixture minimises this value at a temperature of 30 keV:
nτE > 1.5× 1020m−3s (1.6)
This relationship is called the Lawson Criterion, the minimum criterion necessary
to achieve ignition of the fusion fuel.
At the extremes of this lie two scenarios. Either very high densities over very
small timescales, or low densities over much longer timescales. These two extremes
have led to the development of very different technologies, Inertial Confinement
Fusion (ICF) and Magnetic Confinement Fusion (MCF).
ICF technologies use high power lasers to ablate fusion fuel pellets. The resulting
pressure wave from the shell ablation creates high densities in the pellet core with
the objective of creating a burn front [30]. The material in this thesis concentrates on
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MCF instrumentation. MCF based fusion machines use magnetic fields to confine
the fusion plasma for long periods of time with external heating elements that
intend to bootstrap the plasma to become “burning” [29]. That is, to a point at
which the fusion power generated internally by the plasma is sufficient to achieve
ignition conditions.
1.1.2 Magnetic Confinement Fusion
At the high temperatures required to sustain a plasma for any significant period
of time, it must be contained within a vacuum. This is both because the plasma
would destroy any physical container (through melting or ablation) and contact
with cooler gases can very quickly quench the plasma state. As a plasma is com-
posed of dissociated atoms and is therefore a cloud of charged nucleons and elec-
trons, containment can be achieved with magnetic fields. An early plasma confine-
ment design was the magnetic mirror which contained plasma using double pinched
parallel magnetic field lines, as shown in figure 1.4. However, due to the limited
criteria necessary for a particle to be reflected this meant the designs were ex-
tremely “leaky” and therefore incurred large plasma losses making it incompatible
with ever being a viable power plant design. To fix this issue designs advanced to
close the “leaks” by forming the parallel field lines into a torus.
Figure 1.4: Figure demonstrating the magnetic mirror plasma confinement concept.
High energy particles, or particles not approaching the pinch at the correct angle,
are not reflected by the tighter magnetic fields at either end and escape from the
magnetic confinement. This design is therefore inherently leaky and it has been
shown that the plasma losses were too high for this concept to ever produce a power
plant device. Taken from “Electricity, Magnetism and Light” [4].
While plasma leaks have now been resolved this is still not sufficient to contain a
“stable” plasma. By forming the magnetic fields into a torus the parallel field lines
become non-uniform across the radius of the torus. From the Lorentz force it is
not difficult to see that this would form a charge separation due to drifts induced
by the magnetic field gradient [29]. A similar force induced by the field curvature
also works to form a charge separation through drift for an overall drift velocity,
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shown in equation 1.7.
vd ∝ B ×∇B (1.7)
Where vd is the drift velocity and B represents the vector magnetic field. This is
called the grad B drift and introduces a third drift due to the resultant electric
field, which causes the particles to leave the confinement region.
Figure 1.5: Figure of the magnetic configuration and resulting magnetic field of a
tokamak fusion experiment. Taken from the EUROfusion website [5].
To keep the particles confined the electric field must be stopped from forming. This
is achieved by producing a helical field (as seen in figure 1.5), such that the average
field and curvature seen by all particles is the same. The requirement to produce a
helical field has resulted in two main devices for magnetic plasma confinement, the
Tokamak [29] and the Stellerator [31]. Stellerator designs use a complex arrangement
of magnetic fields to maintain a confined ring of fusion plasma and impose a helical
field arrangement in the confining region. The focus of this thesis however is
plasma diagnostics for tokamak devices. Tokamak devices use external fields and
a self generated field from the spinning plasma to form the necessary constraining




A tokamak plasma confinement system consists of two generated fields, a toroidal
field and a poloidal field, to produce a helical confining field. The toroidal field
is generated by external ring magnets while the poloidal field is generated by the
current of the rotating internal plasma. Figure 1.5 also shows additional poloidal
field coils to assist with positioning and shaping of the plasma and a central solenoid
used to induce current in the plasma.
The solenoid acts like a primary core in a transformer to transfer current to the
plasma which then generates the poloidal field. The solenoid itself does not deposit
enough energy to achieve fusion though, and much of the fusion in tokamaks only
occurs when external heating is applied [29]. The tokamak is currently the most
advanced form of fusion reactor design with the (at the time of writing) JET
tokamak achieving the highest recorded fusion power of 16.1 MW from 25.7 MW
of heating power [32].
Because the tokamak design generates its confining field in part from the plasma
current, the external magnet design is significantly simplified compared to that of
a stellerator. However, it can be easily seen from the Maxwell-Faraday equation
that a tokamak can only be driven in a pulsed mode should the plasma current be
solely driven by the central solenoid.
∆× E = −δB
δt
(1.8)
Equation 1.8 tells us that to induce an electric field (E) within the plasma, and
therefore a current, a time varying magnetic field (B) must be applied. This time
varying magnetic field is generated by the coils of the solenoid which are are driven
with a voltage ramp. The voltage ramp cannot be infinite as you would quickly
overload the solenoid power supplies, so the solenoid, and therefore the tokamak,
can only be operated in a pulsed manner.
This is an issue for future reactor designs as a varying thermal load on plasma
facing components induces stress that would not be present in steady state. From
the perspective of energy generation it is also unfavourable as pulsed operation
inherently includes reactor downtime, reducing the return on investment. Other
forms of current drive exist such that the solenoid may be only used for startup,
or not at all, but these also come with associated complications [33] [34] [35].
1.1.2.2 The Mega-Amp Spherical Tokamak Upgrade
The Mega-Amp Spherical Tokamak Upgrade (MAST-Upgrade) tokamak is an up-
grade to the UK operated MAST fusion reactor. The original MAST experiment
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was built to test the novel design concept of a tight aspect ratio (ratio of major
to minor plasma radii) fusion reactor [36]. Unlike conventional fusion reactors the
MAST design has a ratio of major and minor radii that is close to one, hence
the term spherical tokamak. The increased proximity to the magnets means that
higher containment can be achieved for equivalent magnetic field strength. As a
lot of the cost of a fusion reactor is due to the magnets, being able to reduce the
necessary field makes spherical tokamaks economically attractive. As the solenoid
is also closer to the plasma reduced power is necessary for equivalent current drive.
The advantages of spherical tokamaks are expressed be the beta parameter, which




The beta, as seen in equation 1.9 is the ratio of plasma pressure (p) to magnetic
energy density (B20/2µ0). The beta for spherical tokamaks is significantly improved
such that START, the first spherical tokamak to be operated at Culham Centre for
Fusion Energy (CCFE) broke the beta factor world record by a factor of 2 when
it was first built [37]. As higher pressures generally correspond to a higher fusion
rate, and beta can be seen as quantifying the pressure efficiency of a tokamak, a
high beta is a good indicator of performance for tokamak designs.
The effects of a spherical tokamak are not all positive however. While the small size
does mean reduced costs it also means that sensitive components, such as magnets
and the solenoid, are at greater proximity to the plasma. This exposes them to
a much larger neutron flux without the required space for sufficient shielding to
avoid significant damage. In a continuous operation scenario this would mean
a comparatively shorter lifetime for some of the most expensive parts of a plant.
While methods of heating and inducing current radiatively have been studied, such
that the central solenoid is no longer required, much of these technologies are still
in their infancy [38] [34].
To exploit the enhanced damage potential of a spherical tokamak the original
remit of the MAST machine was to explore the possibility of a fusion component
test facility [39]. Such a facility would be able to test novel component designs
quickly without building an entirely new machine and therefore enhance the pace of
tokamak development. While not nominally a component test facility itself, MAST-
Upgrade has continued to build on this remit by implementing a new divertor design
called the Super-X [6].
The Super X divertor concept, shown in figure 1.6 is a novel divertor design that
improves on classical designs in two ways. The divertor baffle, separating the main
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Figure 1.6: Diagram of the Super X divertor, a novel divertor design implemented
on MAST-Upgrade. The divertor design has a much narrower baffle and longer
outboard leg than classical divertor designs. The narrower baffle will prevent ex-
haust from re-entering the main tokamak chamber while the longer leg will increase
the radiative cooling time of the exhaust before it strikes the divertor tiles. Taken
from “Super-X advanced divertor design for MAST upgrade” [6]
tokamak chamber and the exhaust region is narrower than the original MAST
design and will prevent neutralised exhaust gases from re-entering the main cham-
ber. It is planned that the reduced neutral gas in the edge region will reduce
cooling and therefore improve the fusion plasma efficiency. Secondly, the novel
divertor design lengthens the exhaust leg considerably to increase the radiative
cooling time before the plasma strikes the divertor. It is important to explore
whether or not this will significantly reduce divertor heat loads as for power plant
tokamak designs the divertor strike points would wear very quickly and require a
lot of plant downtime to replace the divertor material.
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1.2 Instrumentation for Tokamak Diagnostics
This thesis concerns itself with the development of several diagnostics for tokamak
devices. While the helical field geometry of the tokamak design solves the problem
of particle drifts there are still plenty of instabilities present that make the issue of
achieving a burning plasma very difficult. A tokamak plasma can be separated into
two regions of interest, the core and the edge. The plasma edge can be cool enough
to measure with physical probes as it consists of a mixture of neutral particles
at low temperatures and ionised particles outside the plasma core. The plasma
core has an extremely high temperature and so cannot be probed physically. Core
diagnostics therefore use probing beams and measure the changes in spectrum and
diffraction as they pass through the plasma.
Diagnostics on experimental devices like MAST-Upgrade and JET not only help
with the operation of the tokamak but also inform future designs for power plant
scale machines. As the majority of wall space in a fusion power plant will be
allocated to heat generating neutron blankets (converting neutron kinetic energy
into heat through collisions), leaving little room for diagnostic ports, it is important
to determine and formulate schemes for which diagnostics are essential for tokamak
operation. It is also important to note that diagnostics that can operate on smaller
machines such as MAST-Upgrade may not be applicable to larger machines such
as ITER [40] or SPARC [41]. The increased neutron flux from these machines means
that some components (especially optical components such as lenses and mirrors)
would degrade too quickly for them to be viable.
Plasma diagnostics vary widely in their electronic complexities, from completely
analogue systems (e.g. activation foils), part analogue with data digitisation (e.g
fission chambers) to almost completely digitised end-to-end (e.g camera systems).
With the ubiquitous use of computers for scientific research in modern times al-
most all systems need some form of digital data acquisition. This can be done
through specially built hardware (Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC))
or programmable COTS (FPGA, Complex Programmable Logic Device (CPLD))
devices. The following material will look at different classifications of diagnostic
equipment and cover the basics of FPGA based instrumentation, the core focus of
this thesis.
1.2.1 Passive Instrumentation
Passive instrumentation defines a class of diagnostic that does not interfere with the
material that is being observed. This means that passive diagnostics consist solely
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of detectors for some form of radiation or field emitted from the experiment. In
the case of tokamaks, this generally consists of neutrons, external magnetic fields,
and different wavelengths of emitted electromagnetic radiation.
The advantage of passive diagnostics over active diagnostics is that you can be
sure that you are not interfering with your experiment in some way and therefore
affecting your measurements. However, it can be difficult to measure quantities
of interest meaning that plasma parameters must sometimes be inferred through
the use of complicated models. An example of this is the reconstruction software
EFIT [13] that uses input from many diagnostics to calculate internal plasma quant-
ities that are difficult to measure directly due to the harsh environment conditions.
1.2.2 Active Instrumentation
Active diagnostics are defined by their probing capabilities. This means interfering
with the experiment medium, whether through a physical probe or through the
emission of some form of radiation into the plasma. Active diagnostics will generally
consist of two major components; the probing instrumentation and a return signal
detector.
While active diagnostics can usually measure experimental parameters more dir-
ectly, they do have an effect on their environment. This can mean that the effect
of the “probe” must be calibrated for through modelling, or that they can only be
used in certain scenarios. For example, the field of Langmuir probe modelling is
very large with lots of ongoing research even today, although the original Lang-
muir probe concept has been around since 1926 [42]. An example of a diagnostic
that uses a probing medium that is already present for tokamak operation would
be the Motional Stark Effect (MSE) [43] diagnostic which utilises the Neutral Beam
Injectors (NBI), used for injecting the majority of the heat in current tokamak
designs, as its probing beam. While this means that the MSE diagnostic does not
have secondary effects on the plasma that must be accounted for, it can only be
used during periods of NBI operation.
1.2.3 Real Time Instrumentation
Real-time diagnostics describes a subset of instrumentation that analyse data for
use in feedback control systems. This is useful for rapidly changing unstable
systems where human reactions would be too slow to account for experimental
changes [44]. The two core components of real-time instrumentation are the detector
and the actuator. The detector will measure the quantity of interest, process the
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data and then present this to the actuator. The actuator will then take action to
reduce the difference between the reference and the actual value of the measured
parameter. A simple flow diagram represents this concept in figure 1.7. Obviously
this becomes a more challenging problem on shorter timescales and real-time dia-
gnostics must usually make a balance between their latency and their bandwidth.
Figure 1.7: Flow chart of a basic feedback control system. The plant here refers to
whatever system your feedback controller may be driving.
In real-time instrumentation systems there are two quantities of significance. Latency
is the amount of time between a quantity being measured and the effect it is pos-
sible to produce from the associated actuator. The latency of a system must be
low enough such that the actuator may reliably affect the experimental quantity it
is trying to control. This must be carefully balanced with bandwidth, the amount
of data that can be collected with a given amount of time, sometimes also referred
to as bit rate or data rate (this is not to be confused with bandwidth when used
in reference to electromagnetic detectors, in which case bandwidth would refer to
the region of frequencies that the detector is sensitive to). The bandwidth of a
detector must be sufficient to be able to measure the output of a system accurately
enough to provide a reliable feedback signal. For many detectors a larger band-
width or data rate requires a longer measuring time therefore increasing latency.
These two quantities therefore can directly impact each other and experimentation
and modelling are usually required to determine the correct balance.
1.2.4 Field Programmable Gate Array Technology
Due to its flexibility and speed, FPGA technology is attractive for developing
fast data acquisition instrumentation for use in real-time control and high data
bandwidth applications. An FPGA is an Integrated Circuit (IC) that can be pro-
grammed and reconfigured continually after manufacture. This makes them very
useful for applications that have unique but changing requirements. In research en-
vironments FPGAs are crucial for the continual development of diagnostics whose
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Figure 1.8: The configurable logic block (CLB) is the core component of FPGA
programmable logic. A look-up table (LUT) allows the FPGA synthesiser software
to implement what may be many operations into a single unit. The LUT output
is connected to storage elements and the wider programmable logic (PL) system
through multiplexers to facilitate greater flexibility. The outputs Q1 and Q2 are
latched from O5 with signals X and I acting as clock enable or set and reset signals
to give even more flexibility to the CLB. Figure taken from “User Guide UG574
UltraScale Architecture Configurable Logic Block” [7].
requirements may change over time, or for which a bespoke piece of equipment
would be too expensive to commission. By developing instrumentation in-house,
research organisations are able to reduce maintenance costs and have fine tuned
control over diagnostic development.
Figure 1.8 shows a configurable logic block (CLB) which constitutes the majority
of the programmable logic in FPGAs. The main component of a CLB is the 6
input look-up table (LUT). Programming an FPGA constitutes three main stages
of code development, synthesis, and implementation. The synthesis of a Hardware
Development Language (HDL) code requires a synthesis program to translate what
has been written into a collection of interacting CLBs. The 6 input LUT allows the
synthesiser to generate one LUT for what may be quite a few operations within the
code. The CLB interacts with the greater network of programmable logic using
multiplexed outputs and storage elements to facilitate complex operations with
a single CLB. Also included in some CLBs is dedicated carry logic to improve
arithmetic performance. After synthesis of the HDL code implementation software
will use algorithmic methods to implement the logic network onto the required
hardware. The implementation software then produces a file called a bitstream
that can be loaded on to the FPGA.
While FPGAs can be extremely useful in certain situations, the steep learning curve
and complexity of design compared to more mainstream software design means that
the initial time investment can be quite high. This can be costly in time sensitive
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industries and so the advantages of the technology and the requirements of the
application must be weighed appropriately. Table 1.1 and the following section
(1.2.4.1) compare the four main technologies currently available and give examples
of where each technology can most successfully be implemented.
1.2.4.1 Differences in Computing Devices
Alternatives to FPGA technology exist and may be more appropriate depending
on the given application. ASICs are pre-configured ICs that have been specifically
designed for a particular application. While this makes them very efficient at their
job, ASICs are difficult to develop due to their inflexibility and the complexity
of designing ICs. ASICs become useful in high volume applications as the cost
reductions gained from the individual unit after development will outweigh the
high initial development costs.
Complex Programmable Logic Devices (CPLD) are similar to FPGAs in that they
are re-configurable after manufacture. Much of the difference between modern
FPGAs and CPLDs is a matter of scale. CPLDs generally consist of much fewer
configurable blocks and have a much lower interconnect to logic ratio. While this
somewhat constrains their flexibility it considerably reduces the complexity of their
programming. CPLDs are also configured with some form of permanent storage
solution such that they are programmed as soon as they are turned on. This is in
contrast to FPGAs that store their configuration in volatile memory, and must be
re-programmed after every power cycle. A CPLDmay be preferable for applications
that have limited access and reduced complexity.
As FPGA usage moves into the machine learning field, classical architectures like
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)s become direct competition. Due to their special-
ised nature and ease of programming, much of the work in GPU development for
machine learning applications currently surpasses FPGA implementations. How-
ever, due to their flexibility the power-to-performance metrics for FPGAs versus
classical architectures can be very competitive in certain applications, such as those
with non-traditional bit-widths [45].
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Table 1.1: Table comparing and describing the advantages and disadvantages of dif-
ferent computing technologies and the applications for which they are appropriate.
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1.2.5 FPGA Development Core Concepts
While FPGA technology is extremely useful, the fundamentals of programmable lo-
gic hardware mean that some core concepts in traditional software development are
no longer valid [46]. Some core functionality missing in FPGA development when
contrasted to classical software is the lack of a division operator. As all mathemat-
ical operations must consist of bit shifts, additions, or subtractions, operators like
division, logarithm and exponent become non-trivial to implement.
Depending on the application this can be circumvented through the use of look-up
tables. Look-up tables are attractive because they can provide a low latency im-
plementation of many practically difficult calculations. However, if the application
requires high accuracy or range then they can become quite resource intensive. As
seen later on in the thesis, the ideal solution is usually some mix of a logic imple-
mentation and look-up table to fit within the resource and timing constraints of
the problem.
Another core concept in the programming of FPGAs, not usually seen in traditional
software development, is that of pipe-lining. Pipe-lining is the process of separating
a large operation, that has the requirement of completing instantly, into many
smaller operations that happen sequentially. This is necessary due to the path
length parameter of many operations within FPGA fabric. The path length of an
operation is the amount of time necessary for an operation to get from its start point
to its end point. For the programmed application to work correctly, each operation
must get from start to finish in less time than one clock cycle. This is because
the operation start value is updated every clock cycle. If the path length of the
previous operation is longer than this, the start value will be undefined, propagating
unknown values through the system. Figure 1.9 demonstrates graphically how the
process of pipelining can reduce the longest carry chain and hence why it is a
necessary concept during FPGA development.
An example of an operation requiring pipelining would be a large multiplication.
Multiplications implemented on FPGA fabric consist of large bit carry chains. This
means that the path-length of a multiply operation can quickly exceed the timescale
of the given clock frequency. By separating the multiplication into smaller bit
widths, the operations can now occur within the specified window and the values
propagated through the system will be fully defined. The side effect of pipe-lining
is of course increased latency due to the multiple smaller operations that must
happen sequentially. Latency may be reduced through clever programming, such
as a carry cascade, but it is up to the programmer to decide which solution will fit
best to the application.
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Figure 1.9: Graphical demonstration of pipeling an addition operation. The addi-
tion of two 4 bit numbers results in a carry chain of length 4 (top). By separating
this into the addition of two 2 bit numbers we have introduced an extra clock cycle
of latency but the largest carry chain is now only 2 bits (bottom). If a signal can
only travel the length of three carry chains before the result is latched by the clock
signal the result of the (top) operation would be uncertain.
This also shows one of the main advantages of FPGAs over the more conventional
commercially available technologies, and that is the manipulation of non-standard
bit widths. While the more commonly used CPU’s and GPU’s must use standard
length memory arrays of exponent two length, the logic of an FPGA can be designed
to use bit lengths of any size. This means that the logic resources can be used
much more efficiently and has actually led to FPGA based technologies exceeding
the watt-to-performance metrics of GPU’s in machine learning applications [47] [45].
Finally, when developing FPGA technologies we must introduce the concept of IP
cores. IP refers to the intellectual property intrinsic to an FPGA module designed
to accomplish a certain task. An FPGA design will consist of many interfacing IP
cores that range in complexity. While normal software can be written in a similar
manner (and some may argue this would be good practice) this is not the general
case. FPGA IP modules range quite broadly in complexity, from full Finite-state
Machines (see section 1.2.5.1) and complex I/O interfaces (see section 4.5.1) to




Figure 1.10: Representation of a Finite State Machine for a simple turnstile. These
theoretical models can be used as a starting point for the implementation of control
systems, communication protocols, or other automation applications. Used under
the Creative Commons License, figure taken from “Wikimedia Commons” [8].
1.2.5.1 Finite-state Machines
Finite-state Machines (FSM) are a mathematical model of an abstract computer
used to help design solutions to problems in automation, communication protocols
and other areas of digital electronics. Examples of FSMs can be seen throughout
this body of work either explicitly, such as figure 4.12, or implicitly such as figure
??. FSMs are a core concept of FPGA development [46] [48] due to their usefulness
in designing iterative control systems and the ease of implementing an FSM using
the “CASE” keyword provided as part of both the VHDL [49] and Verilog [50] devel-
opment languages. A graphical representation of a simple FSM is shown in figure
1.10.
The behaviour of an FSM is defined by a list of states, of which only one can be
held by the state machine at any time. While in each state, the FSM will sample
various properties of the system it controls to decide the next state. Producing a
theoretical state machine before delving into FPGA development helps to define
critical decisions and system states of the problem being solved. The use of FSMs
with the “CASE” keyword also helps to improve legibility of HDL code, meaning
that the end system is easier to debug, maintain and adapt should modifications
be required.
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1.2.6 The Xilinx Zynq Architecture
The Xilinx Zynq architecture [51] is a core component of the work produced here
as it has allowed diagnostic systems to be built that would have been signific-
antly more complex just ten years ago. Before the introduction of Zynq technology
FPGA based solutions that required Linux had to either operate a soft processor
on chip [52] or communicate with a processor using the available FPGA IO. Zynq
technology was therefore introduced to address embedded applications where a
full processing unit and programmable logic are required, with a high-speed integ-
rated data channel connecting the two. The System-on-Chip design of the Zynq
architecture offers several advantages over how similar solutions would have been
implemented before its introduction.
First, the processor component no longer requires space on the programmable
logic and as the transistors per pound (£) are much higher for ARM processors
than FPGAs the cost of the system is significantly lower for the same or better
performance. Second, a logic chip specifically designed to run as a CPU is more
efficient and capable of processing data faster than a processor implemented in PL.
Lastly, memory interfaces between the processor can now be integrated on chip
using high bandwidth specially built interfaces as opposed to the generic FPGA
IO. This is especially significant with regards to the processor system memory as,
within the Zynq architecture, it now has a direct interface to the FPGA allowing
implementation of Direct Memory Access (DMA) protocols for fast writing and
reading of data natively on the memory bus (see chapter 4.5), or slower protocols
(as used in the Koheron SDK, see section 2.2.1) that are generally less complex to
implement.
1.2.6.1 Advanced eXtensible Interface
The Advanced eXtensible Interface (AXI) is a high speed data transfer interface
defined as part of the ARM Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture [53] [20]. As
many of the Xilinx IP cores are built with native AXI4 interfaces it is important to
understand how to use this protocol. By standardising the interface protocols for
standard modules, designing with Xilinx based FPGAs is significantly simplified.
AXI4 interfaces come in three flavours:
• AXI4 Designed for use with memory mapped interfaces, the full AXI4 in-
terface provides functionality for reading and writing to different memory
addresses. This interface type is generally used for IP core configuration as
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the memory map functionality allows reading and writing to various config-
uration registers within the module.
• AXI4-Lite Similar to the AXI4 interface but for simpler and lower per-
formance applications. The main difference between the lite and standard
interface is the lack of support for bursting, a high speed method of quickly
writing to many contiguous registers.
• AXI4-Stream The AXI4-Stream interface is a high speed data streaming
interface. In contrast to the standard and lite version of AXI4 the stream
interface operates in a continuous burst mode for high speed delivery of data.
The core of the standardised AXI protocol is the interaction of valid and ready
flags. When a module has data prepared a valid flag is set high, notifying the
receiving interface that data is ready to be read. Similarly, modules that receive
data have a standard ready flag to be set high when the module is ready to be
written to. It is only when both flags are high for a given interface that the data
is marked as used and the modules can move on to the next data word.
For both the AXI4 and AXI4-Lite interfaces data is accompanied by a memory
address that the data is written to or read from. The full AXI4 and AIX4-Stream
interfaces support operating in burst mode, where both the valid and ready flags are
held high as the address and data variables are incremented through their values.
1.3 Thesis Overview
The thesis presents work on the development of three separate FPGA based instru-
ments for tokamak research. All three systems utilise the Xilinx Zynq architecture
to implement programmable logic with a Linux system for instrument configuration
and control. The fission chamber acquisition and processing system and real-time
biasing Langmuir probe control system highlight the use of the open source Ko-
heron SDK [54] for a low cost easily maintainable fusion diagnostic. While showing
that this is certainly a viable route for future fusion instrumentation, both instru-
ments highlight how the Zynq-7000 [51] SoC requires some compromises in terms of
system performance compared to more expensive hardware platforms.
The Synthetic Aperture Microwave Imaging diagnostic shows how the Zynq archi-
tecture can be applied to high performance instrumentation and the cutting edge
of networking technology. However, the resulting instrument is significantly more
complex than systems based on the lower end Zynq-7000 architecture, as well as
added complexity in developing linux for a custom application.
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Chapter 2
Fission Chambers for Neutron
Flux Measurements
Fission chambers are used to measure the neutron flux of neutron emitting devices.
This chapter will describe the design and implementation of a new fission cham-
ber acquisition system for MAST-Upgrade. Test results from the National Physics
Laboratory will be shown where measurements were made to verify correct opera-
tion. Preliminary results from implementation on the MAST-Upgrade tokamak are
also presented which shows that some external issues due to electrical interference
must still be solved.
2.1 Background
2.1.1 Neutrons in Fusion devices
Both a deuterium-deuterium and a tritium-deuterium fusion reaction produce a
helium isotope and a neutron. As the charged helium nucleus is trapped by the
magnetic fields, the neutron flux from fusion experiments is therefore a key direct
measurement of the fusion rate. However, due to the small interaction cross-section
with materials and neutral charge of the neutron it is a difficult particle to detect.
Neutron diagnostics transfer the kinetic energy of a neutron through collisions
with some detection medium to create a detectable electrical signal. There are
multiple neutron diagnostics that will operate on MAST-Upgrade, each with their
advantages and disadvantages. Fission chambers allow the measurement of time
resolved neutron flux and can be placed sufficiently far from a neutron source to
assume that the neutron flux is isotropic. This is in contrast to neutron cameras
that can deliver localised but spectrally resolved neutron data [55], and activation
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foils which are used for total flux measurements but are not time resolved [56].
Together, all three types of neutron diagnostics will be able to fully characterise
the tokamak plasma as a neutron source.
Two fission chambers will be used on MAST-Upgrade, at different radial locations
around the vacuum vessel, as demonstrated in figure 2.18. Offset radial positions of
the chambers will verify that the isotropic approximation is reliable as the neutron
beam heating sources create highly localised regions of fusion reactions. Should
the central column be between a fission chamber and the fusion region the fission
chamber may measure a significantly lower fusion rate than is being produced.
However, it is worth noting that the original MAST tokamak operated with only
one fission chamber and this was considered sufficient for fulfilling the dose mon-
itoring safety requirement. Both fission chambers will feed their signal current to
the same acquisition unit, where both will be acquired and processed in real-time,
simultaneously. Data will then be sent to the MAST-Upgrade DATAC system (an
overview of which is given in appendix B.2) over ethernet using a Flask (see 2.2.1)
implemented webserver.
2.1.1.1 Physics Case for Neutron Flux Measurements
When operating a tokamak as a fusion experimental device the fusion product is
obviously an important quantity that must be characterised. As each fusion reac-
tion produces a neutron, the neutron flux of a tokamak plasma gives a measurement
of the total number of fusion reactions occurring. The neutron flux can therefore
be used as a measurement of fusion power and will be an important factor for
real-time control in future fusion power plants.
As previously mentioned (see section 1.1) the fusion reaction produces a charged
helium nucleus and a neutron. As the charged nucleus is trapped by the confining
fields, and is necessary for heat deposition in a burning plasma, the neutron is the
majority factor in extracting energy. In a fusion power plant a blanket of lithium,
and usually some neutron multiplier [57] [58], will cover the exterior of the vessel such
that when a neutron passes through it, it will deposit its energy and create tritium
fuel. A power plant will need to keep precise control of the blanket temperature
and a real-time measurement of neutron flux will help to achieve this.
For current research machines the neutron flux can help with diagnosis of other
problems. Neutral beams are a way of depositing energy into fusion plasmas. In
MAST-Upgrade the majority of the fusion reactions will happen during Neutral
Beam Injector (NBI) operation. The neutron flux while the NBI is operating will
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allow measurements of the neutral beam efficiency as well as validation of NBI
modelling codes [59].
Disruptions of the fusion plasma can also be accompanied by runaway electrons [60].
Runaway electron beams can sustain a current that is a significant fraction of
the total plasma current with individual electron energies in the MeV range [61].
The beams can therefore cause significant damage to plasma facing components
(PFC) and are a failure risk for power plant scale machines like ITER. When a
runaway electron beam interacts with a PFC the resulting gamma ray and hard
X-ray radiation can result in photo-neutrons. Spikes in measured neutron flux (a
side effect of incident gamma rays on the detector) after a plasma disruption can
therefore be used to characterise and investigate runaway electron mechanisms.
Also important to note is that in all these cases the neutron spectrum is import-
ant in diagnosing the plasma mechanisms involved in generating neutrons. Other
neutron diagnostics, such as neutron cameras must therefore be used in conjunction
with neutron flux monitors such as fission chambers. While the implementation for
MAST-Upgrade utilises two reasonably sized fission chambers, the system planned
for ITER will deploy many micro-fission chambers around the vessel for a more
granular resolution of neutron flux [40].
2.1.1.2 Safety Case
As well as a physics case for neutron flux measurement a safety case exists in the
form of structural integrity and a radiation bio-hazard. When a neutron collides
with an atom inside a solid object it can knock the atom out of place. This causes
defects within the crystalline structure of metals called dislocations. Dislocations
can be either voids or extra atoms and cause the structure to become more brittle,
decreasing the tolerable stress [62].
Instead of colliding with an atom, a neutron may be captured by a nucleus. The
new, heavier isotope may then undergo beta decay to transmute into a new element.
The materials composing the fusion reactor will continue to be irradiated over the
lifetime of the device and these impurities will build up. As before, the presence of
a new element can change the properties of the material, reducing the integrity of
the tokamak structure.
By recording the neutron flux over the lifetime of machines like MAST-Upgrade
and JET, the material structure transformation can be extrapolated to power plant
scale devices like ITER. This then advises material choices for different components
and shielding requirements for particularly affected regions.
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Also necessary for a nuclear site is radiation dosage monitoring. As a nuclear
research lab with licensing for the use of tritium on site, the Culham Centre for
Fusion Energy has a radiation dosage limit that cannot be exceeded. Neutron
radiation is damaging to organic tissue and for this reason a bio shield consisting
of a 1 metre [63] thick concrete wall surrounds the MAST-Upgrade reactor to protect
people within the vicinity. For both these reasons it is essential to track the neutron
flux so that the yearly dosage allocation is not surpassed and to ensure that the
current bio-shielding arrangements are sufficient.
2.1.1.3 Fission Chamber Operation
The fission chambers used in this application are FC765 chambers designed and
built by Centronic [64]. Each chamber consists of an aluminium casing contain-
ing two internal electrodes electrically insulated from the casing. One electrode
provides the high voltage bias and the other is used for the current signal. The
fission chamber can be used for pulse counting, current monitoring and Campbell
mode [65] operation.
Both electrodes are coated in a fissile coating, in this case Uranium-235 (U235).
Neutron flux incident on the chamber causes fission of the coating with the resulting
high energy products inducing β activity in the filling gas (a mixture of Argon and
Nitrogen). As these charged beta products are quickly drawn to, and neutralised,
by the signal electrode a fission event produces a current pulse that can be detected.
When individual current pulses can be distinguished it is therefore easy to infer
that the number of pulses is proportional to the fission rate, and therefore the
incident neutron flux.
While it is expected that fission events produce the majority of the signal electrode
current, other factors also have measurable effects. Random alpha decays of the
fissile coating in the chamber cause a low level background that the acquisition
electronics must take care to discriminate against. Gamma radiation can cause
the production of high energy β particles through direct ionisation of the contain-
ing gas [66] [67] [68]. This also causes detectable pulses above the background alpha
current.
As the induced current pulses have a finite width, increasing neutron flux can result
in an elevated DC current (due to overlapping pulses) from the signal electrode.
Therefore when the neutron flux is sufficiently high the fission chamber acquisition
electronics provides both a DC current and a Mean Square Voltage measurement
(described in section 2.1.3).
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the fission chamber data acquisition implementation on
MAST-Upgrade with the schematic of the front end analogue amplifier shown in
figure 2.2. Shown here is only one fission chamber. While the original MAST
machine ran with a single fission chamber the intention is to operate two simultan-
eously with the same acquisition system for MAST-Upgrade
Figure 2.1 shows how a fission chamber and data acquisition and processing system
will be implemented on MAST-U. The fission chamber current signal is fed into
a pre-amplifier before being sampled by an ADC integrated into a Red Pitaya
development board [21]. The integrated ADC samples the voltage out of the pre-
amplifier at 125 MSPS with a 14 bit precision over a 2 volt range. The FPGA then
processes this signal and uses standard AXI interfaces (see section 1.2.6.1) provided
by the Koheron SDK [54] to transfer the data to an ARM based CPU. The Flask
micro-framework is then used to run a light-weight web server which integrates into
the MAST-Upgrade DATAC system (see appendix B.2) for instrument control and
data retrieval.
2.1.2 Analogue Electronics Front End
Before the fission chamber signal current reaches the Red Pitaya for acquisition and
processing it is amplified by the front end electronics. The amplification can be
switched from 10× to an inverted 100× using a 2 pin header on the amplification
board. Also designed into the front end amplifier is a loopback path for a DAC
output from the Red Pitaya board. This allows for a source to be simulated, fed
through the amplifier, and then sampled as a normal signal to test the electronics
and processing system without a physical source. A schematic of the front end
electronics is shown in figure 2.2.
The front end electronics is also designed to filter out frequency harmonics gener-
ated by the 50 Hz AC power input. Figure 2.3 shows a fast Fourier transform of
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2.1.2. Analogue Electronics Front End



















FFT analysis of the Fission Chamber Pre-Amp
when fed from the internal Red Pitaya DAC










Figure 2.3: A fast Fourier transform of the DC current from the pre-amplifier when
using an internally generated signal from the Red Pitaya DAC. No significant peaks
are seen from 10 Hz to 90 Hz showing that the pre-amplifier is operating as it was
designed. The inset shows the full frequency range available up to 500 kHz. A
peak at ∼ 366 kHz with a modulation of ∼99 kHz can be seen as the highest power
peak.
the fission chamber current and variance signal in a neutral environment. No signi-
ficant peaks can be seen in the 10 Hz to 90 Hz range showing that the pre-amplifier
is working as designed.
The FFT power has been normalised relative to the peak at ∼ 366 kHz shown in
the inset. It is unclear where the main noise peak at 366 kHz is being generated
as this is not a commonly used frequency. Peaks at 267 kHz and 465 kHz may be
side-bands of this peak resulting from a modulation with the peak at 99 kHz. A
possible source may be the AC (switch-mode) power supply within the acquisition
unit.
To quantify whether or not these noise elements are likely to cause issues when
deploying on MAST-Upgrade the pre-amplifier was fed a square wave at 61 kHz
(the slowest possible frequency with the available input RAM to the DAC) and an
amplitude of 0.5 V. Figure 2.4 shows the FFT analysis of the square wave with
a signal power of 0.4 mW. A typical neutron induced current pulse, such as that
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FFT analysis of the Fission Cha ber Pre-Amp
when fed from the internal Red Pitaya DAC
with a square wave at 0.4 mW
Figure 2.4: FFT analysis of a square wave input at 61kHz. The test square wave
covers half the dynamic range of the voltage input and so should serve as a reason-
able benchmark for the noise element generated by the 366 kHz signal. The square
wave is not entirely matched causing many harmonics within the FFT. The 366
kHz peak has a power of less than -40 dB relative to the main 61kHz peak. It has
therefore been determined that no matter the source of this noise element it will
have little effect on the measurements made by the final system.
shown in figure 2.5, has a peak power of a few Watts. At a frequency of 366 kHz
and a duty cycle (approximating the neutron pulse as a square wave) of 0.2, the
average power of neutron induced pulses would be on the order of 0.5 W. The power
of the 366 kHz signal seen in figure 2.3 is over 40 dB down on the 0.4 mW test
square wave. Assuming a duty cycle of 0.5 the amplitude of the signal would be
approximately 0.5 mV, below the 10 mV DC level of the alpha noise. The 366 kHz
signal is therefore not considered as an issue for operation of the fission chambe
acquisition system on MAST-Upgrade.
2.1.3 Campbell Mode
When a neutron strikes the uranium coated electrodes within the chamber, a U235
fission event occurs and the resulting products ionise the internal gas. A pulse
event above the background noise of the chamber therefore signifies one neutron
count. However, the generated pulse has some finite width (determined by the
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Figure 2.5: The pulse shape of a fission event within the fission chambers. An
event can be identified by the significantly larger signal when compared to the
background noise, also shown in the figure. The majority of the noise floor is
generated by the background alpha events. Numbers and a dashed line are used
for illustrative purposes with the peak detection program in figure 2.6
current decay characteristics of the fission chamber and the front end amplifier
electronics), as shown in figure 2.5 which results in a phenomenon called pile-up.
Pile-up is when many events occur faster than the pulse from an event can decay
or the pulse can be distinguished by the digitisation system. This results in the
events stacking, and a signal current consisting of a DC signal that is proportional
to the number of pulses per unit time.
However, it is important to note that fission chamber events may not always be due
to a neutron interaction. Gamma rays can also cause fission of the U235 coating
and therefore erroneously increase the perceived neutron flux from the measured
DC output current.
To mitigate the impact of gamma events, fission chambers can be operated in
Campbelling mode. Originally developed for quantifying electronic noise of valves
and circuits [65] the method has been successfully applied to fission chamber systems
for neutron flux measurement [69] [70]. Based upon the statistics of random events,
the Campbell mode theory is used to calculate the number of neutron events once
pile-up has caused the fission chamber signal current to appear as a DC signal.
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The core postulate of the Campbell theorem is that electronic noise consists of ran-
domly generated events within the circuit. When a fission chamber signal current
is no longer operating in a pulse detection regime, that is pile-up makes individual
pulses undetectable, the neutron and gamma ray fission events can be considered
to constitute the majority of the “noise” of the signal. For the theorem to be valid






In this case the signal can be written as in equation 2.1 where S is the cumulative
signal at a time t of the ni events that have previously occurred in interval L, i
intervals since time t0. s(iL) is the discrete time signal of events that occurred
in period iL. For events that decay this is obviously a nonphysical quantity as
measuring s(iL) at a specific time t would result in sampling on a single time
in the period iL. Therefore for this derivation can imagine s(iL) as storing the
cumulative signal in the period iL.
We are interested in how these noise events affect the mean-square of our signal
current. The mean current of our signal is relatively simple to derive and is shown
in equation 2.2 where we have taken the limit of our signal S as the time interval





t = iL, L −→ dt, i −→∞
(2.2)
and we have also used the fact that the average number of events (n̄) in time L is
equal to the rate of events, notated by λ.
The other term of interest for the mean-square signal is the mean of the square of
our signal S. We can construct the square of our signal using two time independent







Similar to our derivation of equation 2.2 from equation 2.1 we must first determine
the mean ninj , which has two distinct components.
ninj = n̄in̄j + (ni − n̄i)(nj − n̄j) (2.4)
As before we know that the mean of n for a randomly occurring event is the
probability of that event times the length of period L, such that the first term in
equation 2.4 is just equal to,
n̄in̄j = (λL)2 (2.5)
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The second term can be partitioned into the cases where i = j and i 6= j. For
uncorrelated events random in time then probability theory tells us that [65],
(ni=j − n̄i=j)2 = λL
(ni 6=j − n̄i 6=j)(nj 6=i − n̄j 6=i) = 0
(2.6)
We can now assemble our resulting equation for the mean of the square of our










Using the limits from equation 2.2 and the fact that the variance of a randomly
distributed variable x is V ar(x) = x̄2 − (x̄)2 we find that the signal variance due
to a series of random events is,




From equation 2.8 we can see that the variance of signal S is proportional to both
the frequency of events and the square of the magnitude of individual events s. As
the current generated by a gamma event is less than that of a neutron event the
variance signal inherently discriminates against gamma events. The measurement
of this variance quantity is called Campbell mode and is now a core component of
any fission chamber data processing system.
2.2 FPGA Control and Acquisition
The system presented here has been developed for implementation on the MAST-
Upgrade fusion experiment and shares no components with the previous system. It
has been built in-house and uses open source software development tools for easier
cross-experiment implementation and maintenance. Improvements over the old
system are increased time resolution, simultaneous operation of pulse counting, DC,
and Campbell modes and reduced cost. The relative ease and reduced maintenance
costs of a system developed in-house are also a major advantage over the original
bespoke, proprietary system. This is due to the lack of proprietary software and
the use of Commercial-Off-The-Shelf hardware components that be easily replaced.
2.2.1 Koheron Software Development Kit
The Koheron Software Development Kit is an open source Software Development
Kit (SDK) for use with Zynq based System on Chip (SoC) devices [54]. Zynq based
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SoC’s are produced by Xilinx as all-in-one FPGA and CPU integrated systems [51].
Designing a chip like this allows Xilinx to provide standardised IP modules for
FPGA to CPU integration (see section 1.2.6). However, to utilise a chip to its full
potential it is still necessary to build a software system around it. As will be seen
later (see section 4.4.3), building an operating system and the associated software
to utilise a system is a non-trivial task.
The Koheron SDK [54] is an open source project to take Zynq development stand-
ardisation one step further. Designed for specific commercially available Zynq
boards the project provides useful IP (such as ADC and DAC control, configura-
tion registers and digital signal analysers) and a standard Ubuntu based operating
system. To interface with the FPGA the Koheron SDK provides a Python package
that can read and write registers over a network interface. This significantly sim-
plifies the usual process of accessing registers via memory addressing using a low
level language directly on the system. Also included is a web interface to create a
network accessible GUI using commonly available browsers.
While there are many advantages to the Koheron SDK, the standardised workflow
does mean that designs using it must fit within its constraints. Control and status
registers must all be allocated in 32 bit blocks which can be difficult to change in
further design revisions. Mostly due to the use case of the Zynq chip, Koheron
SDK compatible boards are generally low power with relatively small amounts of
programmable logic, so high performance designs must be light weight and well
optimised.
In contrast to the Xilinx recommended workflow for development of Zynq-based
systems the Koheron SDK significantly simplifies and speeds up the process of
getting a system running. The Koheron SDK has been used for the development of
both the fission chamber acquisition and Langmuir probe control and acquisition
systems presented in this thesis (see section 3.2.2).
2.2.2 Red Pitaya Development Board
The Red Pitaya Development Board is a Xilinx Zynq-based platform [51] consisting
of a dual core processor and programmable logic chip. The processor can support
32-bit Linux and has access to 512 MB of on-board RAM. Two ADC’s and two
DAC’s with a sampling rate of 125 MHz are attached to the board for signal
processing applications, and two 26 pin extension connectors provide slower ADC’s,
GPIO and board power. General IO accessible to the processor includes a 1 Gbit
Ethernet and two USB-A ports.
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Figure 2.6: A flow chart of the low latency peak detection algorithm used for the
Fission Chamber acquisition system. While this is a simple method of detecting
peaks the low latency means that the 1µs time resolution is preserved. Numbers
are shown to pair decisions with the peak shown in figure 2.5.
The Red Pitaya company also provides software to operate the board using a
browser interface. A part of this interface is a Python scripting environment, but
more complex operations such as programming the FPGA are not possible through
this interface. The Koheron SDK supports the Red Pitaya board and allows full
access to adding user generated IP and control through the integrated registers.
2.2.3 Peak Discrimination and Detection
A low latency peak detection algorithm has been designed for operating the ac-
quisition system in pulse counting mode. A threshold is set relative to a measured
baseline and when the ADC voltage crosses this threshold twice (exceeding and
then falling below) a peak is registered. A flow chart demonstrating the algorithm
operation is shown in figure 2.6
As mentioned previously, issues with peak detection can occur due to pile-up (see
2.1.3). A digital filter could be used to more clearly define the peaks and suppress
background noise, but this would introduce latency to the system. Several factors
have determined that a digital filter will not be used as part of this system. From
a practical point of view the Zynq 7010 SoC used in the Red Pitaya is a relatively
small resource ADC and so only a short filter, specifically up to twenty coefficients,
could be implemented. This would not be sufficient to implement a measurable
difference in the peak distinctiveness. Secondly, a twenty point filter would intro-
duce latency that would be almost a fifth of the total sampling time. While for the
moment this is not necessarily an issue as the fission chamber operates significantly
faster than most diagnostics, it is not good practice for the measurement output to
be 20 percent of the sample time behind the sample timestamp. Last but not least,
by looking at the measurements of the neutron flux on the original MAST machine
and when the original fission chamber operated usefully in peak detection mode
(that is the DC and Campbell modes could not accurately determine neutron flux)
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Pulse signal response for a gaussian pulse sent every 32.8 us
Figure 2.7: A Gaussian pulse (FWHM 106ns) is sent by the pulse simulator at
a frequency of 30.5 kHz and detected by the peak detection signal of the fission
chamber acquisition system.
it can be determined that greater cross-over between the three modes would not
materially affect the precision of the system in measuring neutron flux.
While this peak detection algorithm is extremely simple, it does have the advantage
of being extremely low cost with very little latency. Synthetic tests with a pulse
generator, as shown in figure 2.7, and as shown later in section 2.3.1 in tests with
low flux neutron sources, a sensibly set threshold is able to accurately discriminate
and count voltage peaks above the average background.
A side effect of this method of peak detection is the ability to locate and measure the
background noise of the acquisition electronics. As the peak detection algorithm
detects crossing points between a threshold and a configurable baseline, when the
threshold is zero a “pulse” is registered when the voltage signal crosses the baseline
level. By sweeping the baseline across the range of the ADC the pre-amplifier noise
profile can be measured. The noise from the detectors in a neutral environment
can then be evaluated using the same method and comparing to the unconnected
pre-amplifier profile. This gives a measurement of the alpha noise, the current
generated by random fission events of the electrode uranium coating.
Examples of how threshold sweeping has been used to characterise the fission cham-
bers can be seen in section 2.3.1 in both the thermal neutron and fusion neutron
tests. Figure 2.13 shows how a threshold sweep changes when the chambers are
operating in a pile-up regime. The width of the curve is significantly broadened
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and the peak location is also shifted. Figure 2.16 shows how the threshold scans
change when the fission chamber operates in a regime without pile-up. This helps
inform what the pulse threshold should be set to in order to ensure that pulses from
background events are not counted within the fission chamber pulse parameter.
2.2.4 Mean and Variance Calculation
As discussed in section 1.2.5 the implementation of mathematical operations such
as divisions, exponents, and logarithms, in FPGA fabric can be logic intensive and
introduce large amounts of latency. Both the DC value and the Campbell mode
measurement of a 1 MHz signal from a 125 MSPS ADC require, at first glance,
division and square root operations. The variance of a discrete random variable
is shown in equation 2.9 where xi is the current sample and µ is the mean of the
samples from time t0 to tn (in this case n = 125). In this form there is not only
a division by n but a storage requirement of each sample xi to find the difference
with µ that can only be calculated at time tn (once µ has been calculated).




(xi − µ)2 (2.9)
The variance can be expanded as shown in equation 2.10 to remove the storage







xi + nµ2 (2.10)
The sample mean can then be expressed as a sum, shown in equation 2.11, where






Terms with respect to the mean in equation 2.10 can be expressed as shown in

















And substituting these equations into the original variance expansion and mul-
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Figure 2.8: A flow chart showing the calculation of the DC and Campbell mode
deliverables from the fission chamber acquisition system. As this method of cal-
culating the current statistics from the fission chambers results in a low latency
and light weight logic implementation it makes it very suitable for the Red Pitaya
FPGA development board.
Figure 2.8 shows a flow chart following the equations described in this section. This
method of calculating the DC current and Campbell mode of the fission chambers
results in a low latency and light-weight solution suitable for implementation on
low power boards like the Red Pitaya (described in section 2.2.2), and situations
where high temporal resolution is required.
Implementation of these equations was not a trivial task. When designing FPGA
instrumentation it is critical that the programmable logic on the chip “passes tim-
ing”. Once the design has been finalised, the implementation software that trans-
lates the Hardware Development Language (HDL) code into a bitstream that can
be loaded onto the FPGA also calculates the path lengths of each operation in
the PL design. If the path length is too long, the signal cannot get from one end
to the other before it is latched by the end point clock, and the path has failed
timing. This means that it is not guaranteed that the digital signal will propagate
through the logic before it is sampled at the output. As the logic itself is unable to
determine whether or not the value it is measuring is correct, the end point signal
of the path becomes undefined. This could then potentially propagate through the
logic resulting in undefined behaviour of the entire system
Within the Fission Chamber acquisition logic, the 14 bit ADC value cannot be
processed as a single quantity, as the number of carry bits increases the path
length beyond the speed limitations of the device. The ADC value must therefore
be split into two segments which are processed in parallel and then recombined at
a later stage. Snippets of the code used to achieve this can be seen in appendix
B.1.
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Comparison of the simulated and real neutron pulse shape 
 used in the random pulse simulator
Figure 2.9: Comparison of the simulated pulse shape and a real pulse shape. The
decay is slightly quicker for the simulated pulse, and the background noise has
not been simulated however, this pulse shape has been sufficient for testing of the
acquisition system.
2.2.5 Simulation for In-Situ Calibration
Also included within the programmable logic is a system for generating a fission
chamber pulse simulation signal. The signal consists of fixed height pulses at
random intervals, but with an overall user-defined frequency. This is achieved
with a 32-bit random number generator and a threshold, such that if the generated
number is larger than the threshold a pulse is generated and output over the DAC.
The pulse shape can be user defined, but for the purposes of simulating the response
to a fission chamber input this would always be similar to the pulse shape seen in
figure 2.5. This pulse shape is approximated by the convolution of a Gaussian pulse
and an exponential decay, with a comparison between the real and simulated pulse
shown in figure 2.9.
This simulated pulse signal has been used to test the acquisition system when a
neutron source has been unavailable. It has allowed characterisation of the analogue
electronics (which can be seen in section 2.1.2) and in future, once the system has
been implemented on MAST-U, will allow testing of new firmware implementations
while installed on the machine.
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2.2.6 Triggering and Clocking
The acquisition system can utilise both internal and external triggering and clock-
ing sources. External sources are provided by the MAST-Upgrade Plasma Control
System (PCS) to allow precise synchronisation with other diagnostics. The MAST-
Upgrade PCS provides a 10 MHz free-running reference clock for all the installed
diagnostics. An automatic switching module detects when the 10 MHz clock has
been provided and automatically switches to it over the internal 125 MHz clock. A
time-stamping module then uses this signal to generate a 1 MHz pulse that enables
the data reader for the statistics module and the pulse counter.
The internal 125 MHz clock is still used to clock the ADC’s and the fission chamber
output modules, but aligning to the 10 MHz clock means that the sample period can
be correlated with other diagnostics to the closest µs. Triggering can be provided in
software using either the Python or Flask web server interface. The system accepts
an “arm” signal from the MAST-Upgrade PCS to prepare the data acquisition for
data retrieval, but this is merely a software arm as the system can be triggered in
hardware and will collect and store data regardless. When implemented as part
of the MAST-Upgrade DATAC system the ARM will act as a reset for any data
stored from the previous shot that has not been collected.
2.2.7 Data delivery and instrument control with Flask
The MAST-Upgrade data acquisition system uses http GET and POST requests to
view and set diagnostic parameters. Diagnostics implemented on MAST-Upgrade
must therefore be running some form of interface for such requests. As the Red
Pitaya used for the acquisition PC in the fission chamber system is low power, it
was decided that a light weight web server implementation was necessary.
Flask is a web application microframework for Python [71]. This means it is a
lightweight code library designed to allow developers to simply construct web ap-
plications using Python. Both its low resource usage and the fact that it allows
a web server to be easily written and implemented using Python [72], a commonly
used programming language, meant that Flask was ideal for this application.
The web server acts as a black box to a diagnostic interface program running
on a central data acquisition PC on the MAST-Upgrade network. This interface
program can remotely view and set the control and status parameters of the fission
chamber system as well as remotely trigger and reset the system.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of the fission chamber shielding assembly. Shielding layers
increase the cross-section of fusion neutrons with the elctrode uranium coating and
attenuate gamma rays to increase the signal to noise ratio. A final thin Cadmium
layer absorbs neutrons with energies that would reduce the temporal resolution of
the acquisition system.
2.3 Fission Chamber Calibration
The two fission chambers will be placed a different radial position on the outside
of the MAST-Upgrade vessel (see figure 2.18). To increase the cross-section of the
fusion neutrons and to reduce the impact of gamma rays, each fission chamber
has several shielding layers. A schematic of the shielding layers is shown in figure
2.10. The inner shielding layer constitutes 45mm of lead to block gamma rays.
A sandwiched layer of 50mm thick high density polyethylene (HDPE) is used to
thermalise incoming neutrons (attenuation to less than 1eV) to increase their cross-
section with the uranium coating. The outer layer of 0.5mm of Cadmium blocks
neutrons whose energies have been attenuated too much to maintain the temporal
resolution of the system (this is explored in appendix B).
The shielding layers mean that not all fusion neutrons that are incident on the
chamber housing will register as a current pulse, and the effect of pile-up also means
that simple pulse counting cannot be used to measure the neutron flux. Instead, the
chambers and associated shielding assemblies must be calibrated to known neutron
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fluxs. In this instance calibration parameters have been achieved with sources
of known flux, comparisons with activation coils during NBI commissioning and
neutron sources with a known half-life.
2.3.1 National Physical Laboratory Calibration Procedure
The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) is a radiation and measurement lab,
and as such has the facilities for calibrating fission chambers for use in nuclear
applications. Measurements at NPL were made using thermal (less than 1eV) and
Deuterium fusion neutrons (2.45 MeV). Both fission chambers were tested using the
thermal neutron source to confirm an identical response in pulse counting mode.
The original intention was to use the data gathered at NPL to calibrate the fission
chamber response to a neutron flux. However, changes made to the system between
when these tests were completed and when the system is implemented on MAST-
Upgrade mean that these tests merely act as proof of system functionality.
The following tests are standard procedures formulated by NPL for the calibration
of fission chambers. They are described in sufficient detail so as to understand that
the fission chamber output is a result of incident neutrons, not as a description of
novel experimental procedure presented in this thesis.
2.3.1.1 Thermal Neutron Tests
The thermal neutron source emitted a flux of 107 neutrons cm−2s−1, as measured
at the NPL facility. To test the pulse counting capabilities of the acquisition system
at different flux levels a fission chamber was placed at different distances from the
source. A diagram of the experimental setup is shown in figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11 shows a Van de Graaff generator that produces charged deuteron
particles. These are then accelerated towards beryllium targets set in a graph-
ite moderator. The graphite moderator thermalises the neutrons for detection by
the fission chamber, which has been lowered into a cavity.
Deflection plates were used to control the number of deuterons that are incident on
the beryllium targets, and therefore adjust the neutron flux to the fission chamber.
To calculate the maximum flux available gold activation foils were placed at differ-
ent heights within the cavity. Subsequent flux levels were calculated as a fraction
of this maximum, corresponding to the reduced number of deuterons striking the
beryllium targets.
Figure 2.12 shows the three calibration lines of the fission chamber output. As
expected each parameter increases linearly with increasing neutron flux. The sig-
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Figure 2.11: Diagram of the experimental setup used to test the pulse counting
capabilities of the fission chamber acquisition system. Neutrons produced via a
deuteron-beryllium interaction are thermalised by a graphite monitor and are then
incident on the fission chamber. Neutron flux is attenuated by tilting deflection
plates to reduce the number of deuterons incident on the beryllium targets.
nificant increase in DC current means that the pulse counting mode is operating
in a pile-up regime. However, as the peak detection algorithm is counting crossing
points of the voltage threshold, and from the Campbell theorem we know that sig-
nal variance increases with neutron flux, it is expected that the number of registered
“pulses” should increase when pile-up is occurring.
Figure 2.13 shows how the number of registered peaks changes with different neut-
ron flux. Due to the neutron pile-up the full-width half maximum of the curve
increases with flux, which is in contrast to threshold scans of the 2.45 MeV source,
as seen in figures 2.16 and 2.17, where the reduced neutron count does not result
in pile-up.
Figure 2.14 demonstrates the change in pulse count at different thresholds with
increasing neutron flux. Behaviour of the pulse counting system is as expected
with a reduction in registered peaks as either threshold or neutron flux increases.
The demand level is representative of the relative neutron flux. A future trip to
NPL will use accurate measurements of the neutron flux to calibrate the fission
chamber response absolutely.
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Figure 2.12: Mode comparison for the fission chamber acquisition system using a
thermal neutron source. This can be used to calculate the calibration parameters
between pulse counting mode, DC current mode and Campbell mode.
2.3.1.2 Fusion Neutron Tests
Fusion neutrons were produced using a Tritium-Proton interaction. Similar to the
thermal neutron test, a Van de Graff generator produces 3.27 MeV protons which
are fired into a tritium doped target. Neutrons are produced at 2.45 MeV equivalent
to the energy of neutrons produced by the deuterium-deuterium fusion reaction.
Figure 2.15 shows a cartoon of the experimental setup to test the response of the
fission chamber and shielding assembly to fusion neutrons.
The fission chamber and shielding assembly were placed on a remotely movable
arm so the electrode angle of incidence and the distant to the source could be
varied without entering the experimental hall. The chamber height was fixed such
that the electrode centres and neutron beam are aligned. To reduce the effect of
scattered neutrons the hall was clear at the neutron beam height and the minimum
distance to a wall from the fission chamber was 6m. A long counter [9] (or flat
response detector, an energy independent neutron detector) was used to precisely
measure the neutron flux at each radial distance that measurements were made
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Figure 2.13: A threshold scan at different neutron flux rates shows an increase in
high voltage crossing points with increasing neutron flux. As these results will not
actually be used for fission chamber calibration linear demand levels are shown as
a relative value to demonstrate how the pulse counting mode changes at different
neutron fluxes. The red cross marks 25mV above the pulse count peak to more
clearly demonstrate how the maximum peaks detected changes with neutron flux
demand level.
with the fission chamber assembly. Using a shadow cone [73] to block the direct
neutron beam component to the long counter the scattered neutron flux could be
measured separately to the direct neutron flux. Only the full neutron flux was
measured at a distance of 79 cm as the separation between source and detector was
not large enough to be able to fit the shadow cone. Three radial distances were
used to acquire calibration measurements, 79 cm, 230 cm and 260 cm, as well as a
measurement at 260 m with the source off as a control.
Figure 2.16 shows the threshold scans for the 2.45 MeV source with the fission
chamber at different distances. The reduced count rate, due to the shielding and
lower fluxes available with the source meant that pile-up did not occur, as seen
by the stationary position of the count peak. Figure 2.17 shows a fine scan of the
difference in pulse counts between the 2.45 MeV source and fission chamber back-
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Figure 2.14: Number of crossing points registered for a given neutron flux at dif-
ferent peak detection thresholds. When measuring crossing points without pulse
pile-up small threshold values would be expected to register the same number of
crossing points with divergence as the threshold increases. This figure shows that
there is an increase in crossing points at all threshold levels, indicating that all
measurements were made with pulse pile-up occurring.
ground at an assembly distance of 79 cm to the source. The number of registered
peaks per second is significantly lower than the thermal neutron source and meant
that comparisons could not be made to the DC and Campbell modes. To cor-
rectly characterise the cross-over point of the three modes a source producing 106
counts per second at threshold of 35 mV would be ideal. This would correspond to
approximately 1 registered pulse per µs sample.
2.4 Implementation on MAST-Upgrade
Before the start of the experimental campaign at MAST-Upgrade, a fission chamber
and accompanying acquisition system was installed during the commissioning of
the Neutral Beam Injectors in November 2020. This will act as a first test of the
acquisition system and in conjunction with activation foils placed inside the vessel
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Figure 2.15: Diagram of the fusion neutron test setup at NPL. The fission chamber
is placed in its shielding assembly and mounted on a movable arm. The height is
fixed such that the proton beam and electrode centres are aligned. To measure
the neutron flux the long counter [9] was placed in the same position as the fission
chamber at each measurement location. A shadow cone was placed between the
long counter and the neutron source to block the direct component and measure
the scattered neutron flux.
and around the experimental hall gives an idea of the fission chamber response to
future fusion plasmas. While a full plasma will not be present during the neutral
beam commissioning, a low density plasma is necessary for ensuring that the NBI
system does not damage the vessel and PFCs. The majority of fusion neutrons
are expected to be produced by deuterium-deuterium reactions between the beam
particles and adsorbed deuterium in the beam dump.
Figure 2.18 shows how the fission chambers will be mounted outside the vessel
wall of the MAST-Upgrade reactor. Figure 2.18 also shows a CAD model of the
fission chamber mounting system. The fission chamber is elevated to the plasma
mid-plane by a free standing strut that supports the 150 kg weight of the chamber
and shielding.
The proximity to the magnets means that currents induced in the signal and power
cables are detected by the acquisition system as electrical interference. Figure 2.19
shows the raw DC current values for shot 42663 where significant interference is
visible from 0.8 seconds before time zero until the end of the shot. Insets on
the figure show the artefacts magnified with a frequency of approximately 6 kHz.
The lower left insert shows the applied voltage to a poloidal magnet which aligns
well with the start of the interference. There is little to no interference visible on
the unconnected second channel so it is safe to assume that this signal is due to
electrical pickup of the signal cable.
Figure 2.20 shows a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of two different time periods
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Figure 2.16: Threshold scan using the fusion neutron source at different distances.
Operation is unlikely to be in pile-up mode as the threshold count peak and FWHM
is similar for each measurement distance while the crossing point count in the tail
decreases with distance from the neutron source. The pulse count axis shown here
is logarithmic so that the difference in threshold crossings detected is more distinct
at high thresholds. While there is little difference between the number of pulses
registered at 260 cm with the neutron source on or off, more pulses are clearly
registered at a distance of 230 cm with more again at 79 cm.
during the fission chamber acquisition. The FFT shows that the main noise element
is a 200 kHz signal which has been modulated with the 6 kHz signal that is shown
in the inset in figure 2.19.
It is currently unclear how the magnet coil voltage couples to the fission chamber
signal line. One theory is that the triax cable shielding has been grounded in
such a way as to be coupled to the magnetic coil power supply. This is obviously
a significant issue as the periodic artefacts occupy a significant portion of the
signal bandwidth. The oscillations also saturate the variance parameter making
it unusable for neutron flux measurement purposes. The noise elements also only
occur when specific power supplies are on, and as all the power supplies are located
outside the main torus hall this also would indicate some issue with mixed earths.
However, while this is an interesting problem, an investigation of the noise source
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Figure 2.17: Close-up comparison of a peak threshold scan comparing the fission
chamber background with fission chamber response to 2.45 MeV neutrons. Acquis-
itions were taken over 4s at a distance of 0.79m
and solutions is outside the scope of this work.
2.5 Summary
A real-time processing and data acquisition system has been designed for two fission
chambers. The fission chambers will be mounted for operation during the upcoming
MAST-Upgrade campaign for the purpose of neutron flux measurements. This is a
novel system and improves on the original implementation by an order of magnitude
in time resolution and the capacity to run in pulse counting, DC current and
Campbell mode simultaneously. An original logic implementation of the variance
calculation is used to provide a low latency, real-time Campbell output at 1 MHz.
Tests at the National Physical Laboratory have shown that the data acquisition
system responds linearly to applied neutron flux as expected. While the neut-
ron flux threshold for pile-up is very low, an appropriately selected current pulse




































Figure 2.18: CAD drawing and schematic of the fission chambers installed outside
the MAST-Upgrade vessel. The chamber is mounted on a free standing strut to
elevate it to the plasma mid-plane. Drawing provided by the MAST Drawing
Office.
on MAST-Upgrade has shown extreme interference through some interaction with
the magnetic coil power supplies.
2.5.1 Further Work
Further work on the fission chamber acquisition system will concentrate on provid-
ing a real-time output of the neutron flux. This will be useful for real-time monitor-
ing and could potentially be incorporated into the MAST-Upgrade Plasma Control
System to assist in disruption prediction [60]. It would also be helpful to further
develop the web interface to provide a network accessible GUI to adjust the sim-
ulated pulse counting. The ability to view the pulse counting mode response in
real-time would also help with diagnostic control. The relatively low cost and ag-
nostic nature of the acquisition and processing system means that implementation
























Fission chamber DC current output for





















Figure 2.19: Raw DC current signal from the fission chamber installed on MAST-
Upgrade. It can be inferred from the applied voltage trace that interference occurs
through some coupling with the magnetic coil power supplies. The lower left in-
set shows applied voltage trace to a poloidal magnet. The magnet system start
the voltage ramp at -0.5s which aligns well with the interference occurring in the
DC current measurement. Insets show a magnified view of 3 individual periodic
artefacts with a frequency of approximately 6 kHz.
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FFT of time 0.0s to 1.0s










FFT of time -2.0s to -1.0s
FFT analysis of the Fission Chamber Pre-Amp
as installed on MAST-Upgrade without Neutral Beam Injection
Figure 2.20: Fast Fourier transform of the raw DC current shown in figure 2.19.
Different time periods have been shown to differentiate between the coil power
supply being off and on. While the DC current shows a 6 kHz artefact as being




Digital Implementation of a Mirror
Langmuir Probe Control System
This chapter covers the development of a prototype control system for real-time
biasing of Langmuir probes. The prototype control scheme was developed in part-
nership with the Plasma Science and Fusion Center (PSFC), a department of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). While this is theoretically a con-
tinuation of the original MLP project [10] the control scheme is very different, and
as such the "Mirror" aspect is no longer an accurate descriptor of the system. A
more accurate description of the FPGA implementation of the MLP would be as
a time-multiplexed triple probe.
Presented here is the initial proof-of-concept development consisting of FPGA
based control and test systems. This control system will allow the measurement of
electron temperature and density in plasma experiments with significantly higher
time resolution than most current systems. Its implementation using FPGA tech-
nology will also facilitate porting the control system to other plasma devices. The
results presented in this chapter show that the core concept of the control system,
the capability to alter the Langmuir probe bias in real time to fit fluctuating plasma
parameters, is fully functional.
Part of this work has been published in Review of Scientific Instruments [74].
3.1 Background
Much of the research on fusion experiments is concentrated in understanding the
physics of plasma transport both in the core and the edge. To study transport
at the edge it is necessary to take measurements of plasma temperature, density
and potential at different edge depths and at the time scales of the turbulence
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driven transport [75] [76] [77]. As a thin conductor, Langmuir probes can measure
the conductive properties of the plasma and how they change with varying plasma
parameters, making them an essential diagnostic for fusion experiments [78] [79]. A
scanning Langmuir probe can be inserted into the plasma edge and its position
adjusted to take measurements at different depths. However, current techniques
for Langmuir probe operation are unable to resolve fast transport phenomena due
to either their low temporal resolution (single probe operation), or low spatial
resolution (multi-probe techniques) [80].
The MLP biasing system, first deployed at Alcator C-Mod, was the first Lang-
muir probe control system to make measurements at both high temporal and high
spatial resolutions [78]. By implementing real-time voltage biasing of a Langmuire
probe the analogue MLP was able to measure plasma parameters at a rate of 1.1
MSPS. The Alcator C-mod team used the MLP to great effect in characterising
the quasi-coherent mode (QCM) of H mode discharges due to higher levels of detail
available [78]. This has since contributed significantly to studies of the physics of
the plasma edge.
The system implemented on Alcator C-Mod consisted of a complicated arrange-
ment of analogue electronics that made implementation and maintenance of the
diagnostic very complex. By introducing a digital electronics version the Langmuir
probe control system described here shows that similar results can be achieved with
significantly simplified setup and maintenance costs in both time and money.
3.1.1 Langmuir Probe Theory
A Langmuir probe is a conductive piece of material that can interact with the elec-
tric fields generated by a plasma. When working with fusion research plasma both
surface mounted and scanning probes (mounted on a reciprocating arm) are use-
ful. Due to the high temperatures, scanning probes can only operate in the plasma
edge region without worrying about probe ablation or melting. The response of a
Langmuir probe exposed to a plasma is shown in figure 3.1. By varying the voltage
bias applied to the probe a characteristic I-V curve can be generated which is then
used to calculate plasma parameters [42].
ILP = Isat(e
VP−VF
Te − 1) (3.1)
The equation to describe the ion saturation region of the Langmuir Probe (LP)
characteristic is shown in equation 3.1 [81], where ILP and Isat are the probe current
and the ion saturation current respectively, VP and VF are the probe voltage and
floating voltage respectively, and Te is the electron temperature of the plasma. The
full LP characteristic curve can be seen in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Figure showing characteristic I/V curve of a Langmuir probe. Regions
of ion and electron saturation as well as the floating point voltage must be measured
to accurately characterise the curve.
To obtain the plasma parameters Te, VF , and Isat equation 3.1 is fitted to a curve
obtained by scanning the bias applied to the LP. It can be seen from equation 3.1
that the electron temperature (Te) and the floating voltage (VF ) set the bounds
of the characteristic, and as these quantities are unknown then a traditional probe
control system must sweep the probe bias over a wide range of voltages to ensure the
curve is fully characterised. This sets an upper limit to the speed of conventional
single probe control systems as many more data samples than is strictly necessary
must be collected and analysed to extract the required plasma parameters. A note
must be made that while this does mean a low temporal resolution compared to
what is theoretically possible, the many samples means that error analysis can be
performed, which is not possible with the three bias of the MLP system.
To compensate for the sweep speed of a single probe some LP systems utilise a
double or triple probe configuration [80]. However, this results in a low spatial
resolution and complexity in the analysis as electromagnetic effects from adjacent
probes must be taken into consideration.
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3.1.2 Physics Case for Fast Langmuir Probes
Cross-field transport in the Scrape-Off Layer (SOL) of magnetic confinement fusion
devices is an important area of study, as it is believed to be a major contributing
factor in setting the SOL width and in turn contributing to divertor power loads,
fuelling and plasma wall interactions [82] [83]. A major field of study within cross-field
transport is the nature of filaments.
It is known that filamentary structures contribute significantly to both material
and energy transport out of the core [84] [85], but their formation and exact dynam-
ics have still been elusive. A lot of progress has been made with the use of fast
cameras [86] [87] but, due to the similar radiation broadening effects, the separate
temperature and density dynamics are entangled and therefore still unknown. As
thin filaments are ubiquitous in both turbulent and H-mode (where turbulence
is generally suppressed) plasmas, their characterisation would be useful in under-
standing cross-field transport [84]
A filament of diameter 1 cm with a velocity of 1 km/s [76] would cross the surface
of a thin probe within the order of 10µs. To fully characterise the change in
temperature and density that would result from this type of filamentary transport
a temporal resolution on the order of 1 MHz would be necessary. To examine these
filamentary structures it is therefore necessary to have a fast, single probe system.
These types of measurements could then be used with fast camera data to fully
characterise these thin filaments and therefore provide insights into the resultant
transport.
3.1.3 The Analogue Mirror Langmuir Probe
The primary feature of the original mirror Langmuir probe was the generation of
real-time analog signals corresponding to the electron temperature, ion saturation
current and floating current of a single electrode in contact with a tokamak plasma.
A three stage voltage waveform drives the plasma electrode and a “Mirror Langmuir
Probe” electronic device. By actively altering the output current using a feedback
loop from the single electrode the MLP can mimic the electrical response on the
real Langmuir probe in contact with the plasma. The feedback loop incorporates
scaled quantities equivalent to the plasma parameters and these are iterated to
generate the correct output voltage, that being a voltage equal to that measured
from the plasma. This effectively means that the MLP is calculating a “best fit”
to the plasma I/V characteristic in real-time.
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Figure 3.2: Simple circuit diagram of the transistor arrangement used in the original
MLP diagnostic. This configuration of a PNP and NPN transistor is used to
emulate the plasma response to an applied bias VP . Figure reproduced from “Mirror
Langmuir probe: A technique for real-time measurement of magnetized plasma
conditions using a single Langmuir electrode” [10]
The core concept of the MLP circuit is that by appropriately scaling the inputs
to a bipolar transistor, its I/V response is equivalent to that of a single electrode
Langmuir probe. The emitter current (Ic) of a bipolar transistor with base emitter
bias (VBE) is given by the Ebers-Moll equation [88]:
IC = IS(eαVBE − 1) (3.2)
Where the saturation current (IS) is a characteristic of the transistor and the factor
α is dependent on the electron temperature in the transistor. At room temperature
α is approximately equal to 40 Volts−1. An arrangement of pnp and npn transistors
in series, biased with the appropriate voltages, can reproduce equation 3.1.
The transistor configuration shown in figure 3.2 is designed to emulate the plasma
response to an applied probe bias VP . Summing the transistor currents using the
Ebers-Moll equation (equation 3.2) results in:
IP = InpnS exp[αnpnV2]− I
pnp
S exp[αpnpV1] (3.3)
Where we have used the fact that the base emitter component, eαVBE is generally
very large and so the subtraction of 1 can be ignored. As VP is the probe voltage
then V1 and V2 must be dependent on the three plasma parameters that describe
the Langmuir Curve, Isat, VF and TE . To start, an initial voltage Vi can be set
across transistor Tpnp. This would result in the base emitter potential of Tnpn
summing to include our other parameters.
V1 = Vi





3.2. Mirror Langmuir Probe Implementation Using FPGA Technology
Equations 3.4 show the substituted voltages, where the factor of 40 is used to bal-
ance the transistor α value at room temperature. The voltage VB can be adjusted
to select a specific saturation current Isat, with VF and Te, being held constant
depending on the plasma parameters being modelled.
By expressing Vi and VB in terms of the saturation currents of our transistors we





















Te − 1]} (3.7)
We can see that setting the α parameter for both transistors to 40 reduces equation
3.7 to exactly the Langmuir probe equation.
While the concept of the transistor pair may seem simple, the values for VF , VB, and
Vi must all be continually adjusted using a feedback loop comparing the real plasma
potential to VP . This arrangement of analogue electronics is quite complex and an
in-depth description of the original Mirror Langmuir Probe control system, and
helpful figures for understanding its operation, is available in, “Mirror Langmuir
probe: A technique for real-time measurement of magnetized plasma conditions
using a single Langmuir electrode”, B. LaBombard and L. Lyons [10]. While an
extremely useful system [78], the complexity has kept it from being implemented
on other machines. It would therefore be preferable to show that similar levels
of performance are possible using modern technology for simplified application to
other plasma devices.
3.2 Mirror Langmuir Probe Implementation Using
FPGA Technology
By implementing a real-time biasing control scheme on FPGA technology sim-
ilar results to those given by the original Mirror Probe system can be achieved
with reduced implementation costs and complexity. Due to the embedded system-
on-chip nature of many available FPGA systems the hardware requirements are
considerably simplified and integration with other diagnostic systems as well as
customisation of the device becomes more manageable.
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3.2.1 The Mirror Langmuir Probe Equations
Section 3.1.1 described the I/V characteristic of a plasma and how characterisation
of this relationship measures the temperature and density. To obtain these para-
meters quickly the sweep speed of the curve must be maximised by sampling as
little as possible. To characterise a curve the minimum number of points that must
be sampled is equal to the number of degrees of freedom. In the case of equation
3.1 this would be three. To fully capture the physics of the curve these points
must measure the ion saturation current (Isat), the floating voltage (VF ) and the
curvature above the floating voltage (set by Te). However, as these values change
in time the optimal bias voltages that measure them must also change in time.
The real-time adjustment of these control values can be simplified somewhat by
capacitively coupling the probe driver to the probe electrode. This ensures that one
state can always be a zero state, with the voltage difference equal to the floating
voltage. To ensure that the driver is capacitively coupled to the electrode then the
positive bias and negative bias states must draw equal but opposite currents.
We can now express what the probe bias should be relative to the temperature
expressed in electron volts. By setting our negative and positive bias so that




) + exp(V− − VF
Te
) = 2 (3.8)
Where V+ and V− are the positive and negative probe biases respectively. To make
sure that the full range of the I/V curve is captured we can see that the difference
between V+ and V− is large relative to Te.
V+ − V− = 4Te (3.9)
By substituting equation 3.9 into equation 3.8 we find a value for V+ and V− relative
to Te and VF .
V+ = 0.675Te + VF (3.10)
V− = −3.325Te + VF (3.11)
Where VF is approximated as 0 for the driving voltage as we assume ideal capacitive
coupling with the probe electrode. The probe bias can now be expressed as:
VP = V±,0 + VC (3.12)
Where V±,0 is the driving voltage and VC is the voltage of the coupling capacitor
(equal to VF under ideal conditions).
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Now that we have V± in terms of Te we can see that if we can calculate Te in
real-time we can set the probe bias in real time. Fitting routines to the I/V curve
would be too slow (as discussed in 3.1.1) but by re-arranging the Langmuir probe
equation 3 times for each bias state the electron temperature can be found in an
iterative way.
• Positive Bias Te: The positive state is used to calculate the electron temper-
ature necessary for adjusting the bias. Either default values for Isat and VF
are used or values calculated from the previous bias cycle.




• Negative Bias Isat: The negative state is assumed to be sufficiently biased
that it is collecting the ion saturation current. Re-arranging the Langmuir
probe equation gives a correction to account for the slight gradient of the ion
saturation current region.




• Floating Bias VF : The floating state is held at a potential voltage of 0V and
if the capacitance assumption is true the probe should therefore be drawing
minimal current. The floating voltage of the plasma can therefore be calcu-
lated by setting VP to 0 and substituting in the previously calculated Te and
Isat values.




So long as the equations can be iterated at a rate faster than a possible change in
Te, and the equations converge, then the temperature can be calculated. The order
of the bias states is shown in figure 3.5. It is not necessarily obvious that iterating
through these equations would converge on a temperature value.
Figure 3.3 shows the regions where iterating over the re-arranged Langmuir probe
equations converges to the correct plasma temperature. While the interaction of
the bias equations create interesting patterns (and have therefore been shown in
several configurations) these figures have only been used as a preliminary check to
confirm the equations can converge under specific conditions, and therefore inform
the choice of default bias values should the instrument react in an unstable manner.
The conclusion drawn from these figures is that the equations are generally likely
to converge when Te is significantly larger than the actual floating voltage of the
plasma VF .
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a VF = 0V b VF = −2Te/3 c VF = −Te
Figure 3.3: These figures show the convergence (blue regions) and non-convergence
(red regions) for initial values of Te, Isat and VF . All figures have the same “plasma”
Te and Isat values with three different values for “plasma” VF . Initial values are
represented as scaled to the “plasma” values. Convergence of these equations is
decided by running the bias state cycle until the temperature values is within 1% of
the actual temperature or the result is determined to be diverging or non-physical.
3.2.2 The Mirror Langmuir Probe Control System
The MLP control system is implemented on a Red Pitaya development board. This
board has been previously described in 2.2.2. The dual 125 MSPS ADCs and DACs
made it an ideal development environment for the project. The current sampling
and calculation were achieved on FPGA while the data storage and instrument
interface were handle using the Koheron SDK described in 2.2.1.
The MLP has separate calculation modules for each bias parameter detailed in
equations 3.15, 3.14, and 3.13. Each value is calculated in sequence with the
resulting output bias state voltage demonstrated in figure 3.5
Each calculation module consists of a multiplication step, a Xilinx IP division
block [89] and a look-up table. An example of the calculation module for the Isat
parameter is shown in figure 3.6. The look-up table allows fast implementation of
the logarithms and exponents found in the bias state equations. While complex
functions are possible on FPGA [90] [91] the required logic is expensive and introduces
unwanted latency to the application. The Xilinx divider IP [89] was evaluated for
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Figure 3.4: A diagram of the Mirror Langmuir Probe test system. Shown are the
connections between the MLP and the PCR. Due to small sampling errors of the
Red Pitaya ADC the PCR measured voltage is looped back to the MLP and this
value, in conjunction with the PCR calculated value, is used to calculate the plasma
temperature.
Figure 3.5: Diagram of the bias state sequence of the MLP control system. The
calculated value and the bias value relative to temperature are annotated on each
state. The first state is used to calculate a starting temperature which is then
propagated through the other biases. An ideal system would have a positive bias of
0.675Te and negative bias or −3.325Te but to simplify the digital logic requirements
these values have been rounded to the nearest integer.
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Figure 3.6: A flow chart of the calculation module and how it interacts with its
respective look-up table and divider IP. For the ion saturation calculation the
module takes an input of temperature, floating voltage and probe bias. The VHDL
code that governs the parameter calculation can be seen in appendix C.1.
its speed and resource usage and found to be suitable for this implementation.
The plug-and-play nature of Xilinx provided IP meant that the complexity of the
design was significantly reduced and the limited block RAM available on the Red
Pitaya could be used for the look-up tables, increasing the range and precision of
the logarithm and exponent functions.
Table 3.1: Table describing the inputs, outputs and functions of the modules shown
in figure ??.
Module Inputs Outputs Function
Trigger N/A All other mod-
ules
Generates a core enable
for all modules and a 1
MHz timestamp so that







• Smoothing Uses measured values to
correct the input values
from the ADCs
Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 – continued from previous page










The smoothing module is
used to provide a stable
input by mitigating the



















































tion module as described
in figure 3.6
Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 – continued from previous page












The Bias Voltage module
set the output bias voltage
from the the input tem-
perature value. It also
times how long a bias state
has been active and trig-
gers the calculation of each
















Collects the data for each
of the required values and
amalgamates them into a
64 bit number. This
value is then passed to
the Zynq Processing Sys-
tem using the infrastruc-







N/A An ARM based SoC that
can directly interface to
the FPGA logic using
AXI interfaces [20]. The
data can then be writ-
ten to file using python or
C++ or as in this case
handled by a Flask imple-
mented webserver for de-
livery to MAST-Upgrade
DATAC (described in Ap-
pendix B.2).
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3.2.2.1 Calibration and Smoothing
A simple module within the control system can be used to scale the output and
input voltages to the Red Pitaya by calibration constants. These calibration con-
stants can be obtained by scanning the DAC output over the full range of -1 V to
1 V. This may be necessary in more complex applications as the calibration errors
introduced by the DAC would alter the calculated settling time of the probe bias
due to cable capacitance. As the settling time from cable capacitance can intro-
duce dead-time on the order of the required cycle time, errors in the output voltage
due to imprecise DACs may mean that the cycle time becomes too slow to sample
accurate probe voltages [10].
Also important in practical applications is smoothing of the temperature parameter
used to set the probe bias. Sudden fluctuations in temperature of arcs from the
probe to the plasma have the potential to require the MLP control system to set
probe bias outside of the range of the control electronics. By limiting the rate of
change of the temperature parameter this behaviour can be mitigated against. The
application of such a smoothing module can be seen in figure 3.9. The smoothing
algorithm, shown in equation 3.16, used in this case is a basic real-time applicable
algorithm that has a low logic requirement and acts as a simple low-pass filter.




When setting the scaling factor (α) to 1 in equation 3.16 the smoothing output
(Xn) follows the input (xi) exactly. As α is increased the high frequency response of
Xn is reduced. As previously mentioned (see section 1.2.5), division operations are
resource intensive and introduce latency, therefore the scaling factor is implemented
as a right bit shift which can be implemented essentially instantaneously, though
it does limit the scaling factor to exponents of two.
3.2.3 The Plasma Current Response System
In order to test and validate the MLP system a separate Red Pitaya development
board was used to implement a Plasma Current Response (PCR) system. By
utilising the Langmuir probe equation (as shown in equation 3.1) the PCR can
feed back a current to the MLP for a given “applied” voltage. The PCR can then
be loaded with preset temperature wave-forms which will alter the response current.
The configuration of the instruments is shown in figure 3.4 in a what we chose
to term “duelling” mode. The MLP should be agnostic to the plasma source it
is connected to and so the PCR is designed to be completely independent of the
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Figure 3.7: The voltage traces for the PCR (blue) and MLP (green) systems when
the bias switching speed is on the same order as the PCR latency. It can clearly
be seen from the neutral state ∼ 0 that when sampling the MLP the PCR is at the
wrong bias state of the cycle.
MLP system, other than the single “voltage bias” input. The Koheron SDK allows
the use of arbitrary waveforms to be used as inputs into the PCR so tests can be
performed using unrealistic temperature changes or past real machine data.
Unlike the MLP the PCR runs a calculation stream, such that each input has a
corresponding latency-separated output. This latency in the data stream can affect
the MLP calculation at high speeds as the sampled PCR output would no longer
be well aligned with the transmitted voltage bias as demonstrated in figure 3.7.
A feature seen in the original MLP system but not incorporated here is the capa-
citive coupling between MLP and the plasma source. Capacitance in cables has the
affect of introducing time delays into the applied biases as well as causing current
reflections. As such the MLP bias is the full probe bias applied to the PCR as
opposed to a pre-gain value as would be used in full scale systems. The Vc term in
equation 3.12 is therefore neglected.
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3.2.4 Digitisation and Hardware
The test setup is presented as a cartoon in 3.4. The Red Pitaya boards are connec-
ted to each other using SMA terminated cables and the on-board 125 MSPS ADCs
and DACs. Each input is terminated with a 50Ω load to reduce current reflections,
critical to operating at high voltage switching speeds. Evidence of these reflections
can be seen in figure 3.7 at the start of each MLP bias state.
To demonstrate the “all-in-one” advantage of the RP board, digitisation of the
signals is done on the MLP and transferred to storage over ethernet using the
Koheron SDK. To mitigate against sampling error of the ADC the PCR has an
output of the measured input voltage to the MLP along with the calculated plasma
response voltage. As mentioned in 3.2.3 there is a calculation latency between the
PCR input and output so the looped back current is also delayed by the same
period. At each bias state the MLP takes samples at five equally spaced intervals
of the output voltage and the return voltage so that current stability can be verified
in post processing. However only the final measurement at the end of the bias state
(at which point it is assumed that the voltage has settled to the correct value) is
used to calculate the next value in the sequence. This is deemed to be preferable to
taking an average of the bias state as the voltage variance at high switching speed
could cause it to be an unstable value.
3.3 Mirror Langmuir Probe Emulation
The objective of the proof of concept digital Mirror Langmuir Probe was to emulate
the real-time biasing functionality of the original Mirror Langmuir Probe. To
demonstrate this the PCR was used to with different temperature waveforms, both
synthetic and from previous shots on Alcator C-Mod.
3.3.1 Step Change Tests
The preliminary test of a step change in temperature was designed to demonstrate
the core functionality of the Langmuir probe control system. That is, the capability
to change the Langmuir probe bias states in real-time. While this is an unrealistic
test as the temperature would not change at this rate within a real plasma it does
give an indication of the reaction time of the MLP to changes in temperature.
Figure 3.8 shows an applied step change in temperature, the temperature calculated
by the MLP, and the calculated temperature from a standard Langmuir probe
fitting routine applied to both the MLP input current and the PCR output current.
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Figure 3.8: Figure showing the MLP response to a step change in temperature
from 60 eV to 100 eV. The MLP calculated temperature is an overestimate of the
applied temperature but the response is instantaneous.
The figure shows that while there is a systematic overestimation of the temperature
by the MLP calculation it reacts instantaneously (within one calculation cycle) to
the large change in both an increasing and decreasing direction. It is important
to note that the systematic offset of the MLP calculated temperature does not
affect the calculated post-processed parameters. The overestimated temperature
means that the voltage levels that the DAC must switch between are larger than
necessary, but it is preferable to an underestimation as we can be sure that we are
still collecting within the electron and ion saturation regions. It is unclear as to
why this systematic offset occurs as there are many places during the system it
could be introduced. For example, it could be caused by an incorrect calibration
of the Digital-to-Analogue Converter (DAC), the inherently inaccurate nature of a
look-up table based calculation or some aspect of how the PCR and MLP interact.
The action of the bias states can be seen in figure 3.9 where the blue line denotes
the voltage trace between biases and the orange marks show the bias steady state
value. Also seen is the effect of the smoothing algorithm shown in section 3.2.2.1. It
should be noted that figure 3.8 and 3.9 are from the same data set, and that while




Figure 3.9: FPGA smoothed voltage trace (blue line) of the bias states (orange
markers) for a step change in temperature from 60 eV to 100 eV.
3.3.2 Waveform Tests
While again un-physical, triangular waveforms in temperature and floating voltage
show that the MLP control system can follow continuous changes. Figure 3.10
shows the MLP response to a continuous change in temperature over a range of
0 eV to 100 eV. A break down in the control system is apparent below a 15 eV
threshold. It was found that due to the look-up table implementation in the PCR
the value for the returned current for small Te becomes much larger than if calcu-
lated analytically. The look-up table size is limited by the logic resources of the
FPGA, and due to the exponential nature of equation 3.1, the fact that it must
become more dense for small values of Te. Tests with a real plasma would show
the better defined limits of the control system, which would likely be due to the
ADC precision.
The control system break down does show however that the MLP can re-lock to the
correct temperature once it re-enters the operation region. To facilitate re-locking
when the MLP is deemed to be calculating incorrect temperatures (negative values,
or values that are too big) the calculated temperature is set to a default value until
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Figure 3.10: A demonstration of the MLP following a continuous change in temper-
ature. The test also shows the control system break down below a 15 eV threshold.
The correct temperature is again calculated once the waveform enters the opera-
tional region.
it becomes stable again.
Figure 3.11 shows a triangular waveform of the floating voltage at a constant tem-
perature. As the probe current relationship to floating voltage is inverse to that of
temperature the calculation is stable throughout the the range. While it is useful
to know that the plasma floating voltage can be calculated correctly it is important
to note that the floating voltage and ion saturation values have no direct effect on
the bias state levels.
Figure ?? shows the bias states for the temperature waveform in figure 3.10. The
high switching speed of the bias states results in the voltage trace of the MLP
output appearing as a blue block. Yellow markers bound and bisect the blue block
representing the bias steady state probe voltage. When the calculated temperature
becomes erratic the bias levels are set to default states equivalent to a calculated
temperature of 100 eV, and the voltage trace is not recorded. The probe trace is
then recorded again once the calculated temperature becomes stable.
3.3.3 Emulated Real Data Tests
The closest to full MLP emulation achievable with this test system is the use
of real C-mod shot data to set the plasma parameters of the PCR. Due to the
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Figure 3.11: Triangle waveform in floating voltage at a constant temperature. The
threshold for look-up table induced break down is not reached and the calculated
floating voltage stays stable. While a correctly calculated floating voltage indicates
good system stability, it has no direct impact on the bias state output levels and
is only used in the temperature calculation cycle.
latency issues mentioned in section 3.2.3 the C-mod data was slowed down by a
factor of 2 and the bias cycle rate of the MLP was set to 500 kHz, so that relative
to each other the time resolution was similar to the original MLP. Without this
adjustment the PCR latency would mean that the input and output signals were
significantly de-synchronised relative to each other so that the MLP would not be
sampling the equivalent “Langmuir probe” response for its applied bias. In real
fusion applications, so long as the cycle time is slow enough that the equations can
propagate through the PL, the real-time biasing algorithm would be agnostic to the
speed at which it is operated. This does not mean that it can be always operated up
to the calculation limit however, as the switching speed of the electronics delivering
the probe bias must be taken into account.
Time series data of temperature, floating voltage, and ion saturation current were
used from run day 160628 of C-Mod operation. Figure 3.12 shows that the general
trends of the temperature are followed well with a systematic over-calculation of
the temperature in almost all cases. As mentioned previously MLP over-calculation
of temperature is not an issue if the post processed parameters can produce a good
fit. In this case the post-processed parameters follow the data precisely with a
less than 10% error, less than the error usually associated with Langmuir probe
measurements. Figure 3.12 also shows an inset of a 10 ms window to better view the
behaviour of the MLP calculated temperature. While the calculated temperature
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Data from C-mod run day: 1160628
Figure 3.12: A demonstration of MLP behavior when C-Mod turbulence data is
used to set the PCR plasma parameters. The MLP follows the turbulence well
enough to facilitate accurate post-processing fit of the plasma parameters. The
inset more clearly shows that while the calculated temperature by the digital MLP
is not as good as the original analogue system, the general trends are presented
clearly with a systematic over estimation.
of the original analogue system manages to follow the post-processed parameters
more closely, the digital MLP still captures the large temperature spike features.
3.4 Summary
This work showed the first proof-of-concept for a digital Langmuir probe control
system that can alter probe biases in real-time. Through the implementation of
this control system on digital electronics its application to real plasma experiments
is significantly simplified. While FPGA’s have been used before to implement
Langmuir probe control systems [79] new advancements in the size and flexibility
of implementation of FPGA technology means that advanced instruments can be
developed and deployed quickly. The real-time biasing scheme is also not limited
to this application and could be applied to other FPGA based Langmuir probe
systems to reduce the amount of scanning time spent in irrelevant regions.
3.4.1 Further Work
Work has been undertaken by W. McCarthy et al [92] at the Plasma Science and
Fusion Centre to demonstrate the application of the real-time digital Mirror Lang-
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muir Probe control scheme on the linear plasma device DIONISIS [93]. These tests
showed that the real-time control system was functional with a temporal resolution
up to 140 kHz and was able to follow fluctuations in plasma parameters such that
the post-processed values accurately calculated electron temperature, ion satur-
ation current and plasma potential. All components used were Commercial-Off-
The-Shelf showing promise for quick and easy adaptation to other devices. While
the 140 kHz temporal resolution is less than what has been demonstrated as part
of the proof-of-concept system it is still significantly faster than most Langmuir
probe control systems in use [79] [94] [95].
Work will also be continued on MAST-Upgrade through a PhD studentship. This
project will work to implement a real-time Langmuir probe biasing system for im-
plementation as part of a reciprocating probe. While the inspiration for the project






This chapter presents work on the data acquisition system for the second generation
Synthetic Aperture Microwave Imaging (SAMI) diagnostic. Background physics,
motivation for the project, and the technological challenges to overcome that are
necessary to produce the physics deliverables are covered. An overview of the
FPGA implementation and server side drivers used to surmount these challenges
is described along with how these will be used to aid physics studies once the
diagnostic is implemented on MAST-Upgrade.
4.1 Background
Tokamak plasmas have many operating regimes characterised by their capacity to
retain heat, edge plasma pressure gradient and plasma stability. High confinement
mode (H mode) is characterised by a plasma edge transport barrier that creates a
temperature and pressure pedestal. The pedestal increases the core temperature
and pressure such that significantly more fusion occurs in the core region then
when the plasma is in low confinement (L mode) conditions. Core pressure increase
induced by the transport barrier is shown in figure 4.1.
A lot of the physical mechanisms behind the creation of this transport barrier
have been studied in depth [96] [97] [98] (these citations represent a small sample of
previous research into the transport barrier and steady state H mode), and entering
H mode is now a relatively standard procedure, achieved through the injection of
heat into a low impurity ohmic plasma [99]. The fusion rate is significantly increased
by the presence of this transport barrier, and is accompanied by the suppression of
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edge turbulence. For this reason H mode operation has been decided as the ITER
baseline operation scenario [100].
While H mode is favourable for the fusion rate of a tokamak, the ITER baseline
operation scenario is currently expected to include the presence of Edge Localised
Modes (ELM) [101]. ELMs are quasi-periodic expulsions of energy and matter from
the plasma and can comprise of a significant portion of the total energy stored in the
plasma. While ELMs in smaller devices can be useful in removing plasma impurities
from the core, as tokamaks increase in size they can become problematic to tokamak
integrity [102]. The periodic expulsions of energy and matter increase the heat flux
to plasma-facing components (PFCs) and for power plant scale experiments could
cause failure of the machine [103] [104]. In addition to causing damage, requiring
the replacement of PFCs, ELMs also limit the pressure and temperature pedestal
height and therefore reduce the plasma efficiency. For these reasons it is generally
recognised that a good quantitative understanding of ELM processes is necessary
for their prediction and control.
A proposed theory for ELM mechanisms is peeling-ballooning mode theory [12].
Peeling-ballooning mode theory states that coupling of the edge pressure and cur-
rent works to limit the pedestal height and destabilise the edge pressure gradient,
leading to the onset of ELMs. Figure 4.2 shows the cyclic nature of the coupling
pressure and current modes. Type II and type III ELMs occur when the edge
current density and edge pressure gradient respectively become large enough to
be unstable against ballooning or peeling modes [12]. Both of these types of ELM
result in relatively small expulsions of energy. If both variables rise too quickly
then type I ELMs can occur. Type I ELMs can cause significant damage to plasma
facing components, due to the amounts of energy and matter they expel, and it is
therefore critical to understand the conditions that lead to their occurrence.
To correctly classify the stable and unstable regions of figure 4.2 both the edge
pressure gradient and edge current density must be accurately characterised. While
the pressure gradient can be accurately measured by current diagnostics, such as
the Thomson scattering diagnostic (electron density and temperature), reciprocal
Langmuir probes (see section 3.1.1) and charge-exchange spectroscopy (ion tem-
perature), high temporal and spatial resolution measurements of the edge current
density are lacking. For this reason the current density is usually inferred, using
reconstruction programs such as EFIT [13], from either the magnetic pitch angle or
estimated using the force balance equation in relation to the pressure gradient.
Diagnostics capable of measuring the magnetic pitch angle are the Motional Stark
Effect (MSE) [43] [105] diagnostic or Zeeman polarimetry of lithium during lithium
pellet or lithium beam injection [106]. Both these methods have drawbacks however.
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Figure 4.1: Example graph of the pedestal formed in the pressure profile of a
H-mode plasma compared to a L-mode plasma. The high edge pressure gradient
suppresses turbulence at the plasma edge and leads to higher core pressures. Figure
taken from “ELM control strategies and tools: Status and potential for ITER” [11]
As lithium must be handled with care and is therefore not utilised on most ma-
chines, the MSE diagnostic has therefore become a standard part of the diagnostic
suite in order to measure the magnetic pitch angle.
MSE is an optical diagnostic technique that measures the line splitting of injected
neutral deuterium atoms due to their high velocities in a magnetic field. While
MSE gives good spatial resolution the drawback in this case is that a neutral beam
is required for the MSE to function and as such it cannot be used in operating
scenarios where NBI (see section 2.1.1.1) is not required. Also, while not necessarily
a concern for ELM studies, as previously discussed the application of the NBI can
cause the plasma to transition to H-mode, and as such the edge current density in
L-mode is not well understood. The limited suite of diagnostics for edge current
density, peeling mode limits, and how they lead to the occurrence of ELMs means
that a diagnostic capable of studying these quantities is desirable.
The following material will introduce the original SAMI diagnostic and its capab-
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of the stability curve created by the coupling of the edge
current density and pressure gradient. Three classifications of ELM are demon-
strated, characterised by the destabilising mechanisms that cause them. Figure
reproduced from “Magneto-hydrodynamic stability of the H-mode transport bar-
rier as a model for edge localized modes: an overview” [12]. Currently only type I
ELM theory is generally agreed, with the paper referenced here proposing a theory
for the occurrence of type II and III ELMs.
ilities, as well as the results from its implementation on the spherical tokamaks
MAST and NSTX. Presented next will be the background physics of microwaves in
plasma so that the requirements of the diagnostic are fully defined. This includes
showing how a synthetic aperture can be used to image the 2-D plasma surface and
how Doppler back-scattering (DBS) enables us to infer the magnetic pitch angle.
A brief description of the front-end electronics necessary to receive the microwaves
emitted by the plasma will follow.
An overview of current 10 Gigabit ethernet technologies will be given to appreciate
why it is the preferable communication protocol, as well as the required Linux
systems needed to control and operate the FPGA boards and acquisition PC’s.
The second part of the chapter will cover the work done as part of the data delivery
system to enable these technologies within the second generation SAMI instrument
(SAMI-2) and therefore allow the diagnostic to operate over a full shot length with
an increased number of polarisation separating antennas compared to the original
SAMI diagnostic. The capability for SAMI-2 to acquire this data in real-time
over an arbitrary shot length is a significant improvement over the original SAMI
diagnostic. The use of a standard network communication protocol (10 gigabit
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ethernet) means that SAMI-2 is agnostic to the device it is installed on and could
potentially be implemented on other fusion experiments in the future with relative
ease.
4.1.1 The First Generation Synthetic Aperture Microwave
Imaging Diagnostic
The first generation Synthetic Aperture Microwave Imaging (SAMI) diagnostic was
a novel imaging diagnostic studying the tokamak plasma edge. Using a synthetic
aperture technique (similar to that used in radio astronomy and ultrasound) with
antennas tuned to the microwave range, SAMI can resolve the electromagnetic
radiation characteristics of a plasma surface corresponding to a given microwave
frequency [107]. Probing the edge in this manner is preferable to optical diagnostics
as the antennas can be made of metal which is much more resilient to neutron
bombardment than glass. While not an issue for smaller machines like MAST-
Upgrade, the neutron flux on ITER-like devices will mean that optical instruments
will degrade very quickly.
The original SAMI was implemented on MAST and NSTX and used to measure the
magnetic pitch angle in the plasma edge. It was able to achieve this by illuminating
the plasma with a microwave beam and measuring the bandwidth of the reflected
signal. The synthetic aperture approach to resolving the return signal meant that
SAMI was able to build up an image of the returned microwave frequency across the
plasma surface, as shown in figure 4.3, and locate the regions of greatest Doppler
shift due to the rotating plasma surface.
As the regions of Doppler shift seen in figure 4.3 are aligned with respect to the
plasma rotation we know the velocity vector of the charge carrier. From section
1.1.2 we also know that the magnetic field is perpendicular to the velocity of the
charge carriers it is coupled with, and we can therefore infer the magnetic pitch
angle. This method of measuring the pitch angle is called 2-D Doppler back-
scattering (DBS). A probing beam is required to illuminate the plasma surface and
produce the back-scattered signal, but as this can be generated by the diagnostic
itself this method can therefore operate in all plasma operating scenarios.
DBS itself is a well understood technique but had previously only been used in one
dimension to measure fluctuations in density [108]. The application of this method
in 2-D to measure magnetic pitch angle is unique and novel to the SAMI diagnostic.
Unfortunately, deriving the edge current density would require an edge profile of
the magnetic pitch angle and this was not within the capacity of the original SAMI
diagnostic.
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Figure 4.3: Analysed data from shot #27969 generated by SAMI when implemen-
ted on the MAST tokamak. The red and blue zones show the regions of greatest
Doppler shift as the probing microwaves are reflected off the spinning plasma sur-
face. As we know that the magnetic field is perpendicular to the plasma rotation,
the magnetic pitch angle can be inferred from the plane of the regions of maximum
Doppler shift. The dotted line connects the two Doppler poles and is orthogonal
to the horizontal solid lines which show the magnetic field as reconstructed by
EFIT [13]. Figure taken from “2D Doppler backscattering using synthetic aperture
microwave imaging of MAST edge plasmas” [14]
Due to the novel nature of the SAMI instrument, FPGA technology was used as the
primary data acquisition and processing hardware. The ADC’s used to digitize the
antenna signals were operated by a pair of Xilinx ML605’s in a primary-secondary
configuration. The primary board implements a MicroBlaze soft processor to con-
trol the ethernet interface and also generates a global clock for both of the FPGA
boards. Synchronisation of both boards is critical to ensure that the antenna
data is aligned correctly, as misalignment would mean that the synthetic aperture
approach would not be able to produce a correct image. Synchronisation is accom-
plished by cloning the programmable logic architecture for both boards but only
using the global clock from the primary. This, in theory, means that the electrical
paths of the programmable logic are identical with the same clock source. Pre-shot
calibration is also used to make sure that data is correctly aligned. The trigger
is also only supplied to the primary board and then distributed to the acquisition
logic on both boards using external I/O.
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The acquired data is streamed directly into RAM over a small-outline-dual-inline
memory interface on the FPGA board. The board could support a maximum of 2
GB of data over this interface, and the transfer rate was limited to 4 GB/s. The
data was then be streamed post shot into an acquisition PC using a User Datagram
Protocol (UDP), specifically designed for SAMI, over ethernet on a Local Area
Network (LAN). The combined limits to data capacity and write speed mean that
the maximum acquisition time of the original SAMI system was 500 ms. For the
implementation on MAST and NSTX this was fine as the maximum shot length
was also 500 ms.
The Linux system used to operate the diagnostic was compiled to occupy the
lowest 120 MB of the memory-space available and allowed full control of the FPGA
peripherals, such as the digitisation core and ethernet interface. Since the high data
rate meant that the MicroBlaze core would not have been able to handle the data
throughput, multiplexers were used to shift the memory control I/O pins between
the soft processor and the digitisation logic as required.
4.1.2 Limitations to the Original SAMI Diagnostic and
Digitisation and Acquisition Brief
From this brief description of the original SAMI diagnostic some limitations are
apparent, due to technology limitations at the time and the novelty of the instru-
ment, when looking to implement on the new MAST-Upgrade machine. The two
major limitations of the original instrument are the limited acquisition time and
the inability to separate the incoming microwave O and X mode polarisations (see
appendix D.1). To solve these issues the new SAMI-2 diagnostic will use current
FPGA technology to implement high-speed data streaming directly to an acquisi-
tion PC built with COTS components. Separating the received microwave signal
into orthogonal polarisation components is achieved using a new antenna design
with custom built analogue electronics.
SAMI-2 also benefits from an increase in the number of receiving antennas from
eight to thirty. An additional two probing antennas makes for an array of thirty-
two antennas as described in J. Allen et al, Dual-polarisation broadband sinuous
antenna and microstrip power divider design for the Synthetic Aperture Microwave
Imager-2 diagnostic [15]. For each antenna the received signal is split into ver-
tical and horizontal polarisation components, the two frequencies from the emitted
probing beam are then separated, and finally each frequency is divided into its
in-phase and quadrature components. This results in a total of 240 channels that
require digitisation. To achieve this SAMI-2 will deploy ten Xilinx ZCU102 devel-
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opment boards, each digitising and processing 24 channels of data, equivalent to
the response from 3 antennas.
4.2 Microwaves in Tokamak Plasmas
To understand the motivation behind development of the SAMI diagnostic we
will first cover the physics of microwaves in plasma and how they are relevant to
the edge current density problem. SAMI-2 is intended primarily as a 2-D DBS
diagnostic and so the theory presented here will focus on motivating the hardware
requirements for this purpose. Other applications of the SAMI diagnostic could be
the passive measurement of Electron-Bernstein waves, which would require a more
in-depth treatment of plasma wave interactions, but this is outside the scope of
this thesis. The following therefore assumes that the plasma regimes SAMI-2 will
be observing follow the cold plasma approximation.
In a plasma the electrons are sufficiently energetic that they are no longer bound
to nuclei. However, due to the large mass difference between the electron and a
nucleus the cold plasma approximation assumes that the velocity of the electrons is
relatively larger than the ions such that the ions are essentially stationary relative to
the electrons. Within the reference frame of an ion we can imagine some background
cloud of free electrons. When this cloud is separated some small distance from the
ion, electrostatic attraction will draw the electrons back and the electrons will
oscillate around the ion. This mechanism results in a plasma parameter called







A fundamental property of the plasma, the plasma frequency is only dependent on
the plasma density. As plasma density in a tokamak is related to radial position,
plasma edge probing depth can be selected by the corresponding plasma frequency
at that specific density.
When an electromagnetic wave is incident on the plasma, the oscillating electric and
magnetic fields perturb the unconstrained electrons [29]. The interaction between
the incoming wave and the plasma leads to a dispersion relationship dependent on
the plasma frequency.
ω2 = k2c2 + ω2p (4.2)
Equation 4.2 shows that as the waves penetrate deeper into the plasma the density
rises to a point where ω = ωp and the wave vector, k, becomes purely imaginary.
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This therefore defines a cut-off density where the wave can no longer propagate
through the plasma medium. A wave that reaches its cut-off density is most likely
to be reflected or scattered, though other effects can occur such as mode conversion
or tunnelling [110].
Reflected and scattered waves can be imaged to measure properties of the plasma
surface from which they occur. Receiving hardware for microwaves are generally
metallic antennas where the electromagnetic wave is converted to an electrical
signal. For long time-frames this signal must then be digitised for storage and
analysis. The rest of this chapter covers how this is achieved for the SAMI-2
instrument.
4.2.1 Image Formation with a Synthetic Aperture
For a spatially incoherent source, constructive interference only occurs from a single
point on the object being imaged, and the source intensity distribution can be
imaged with a collection of receiving antennas [111]. This is called synthetic aperture
imaging and is exploited by the SAMI-2 diagnostic to image the plasma surface at
microwave wavelengths.
The original SAMI diagnostic, as implemented on MAST, used a far-field approx-
imation which assumes that the source is sufficiently distant that waves incident
on the detector are plane-parallel. Described below is the beam-forming technique
used to facilitate the 2-D DBS method for measuring the magnetic pitch angle.
While more complex methods exist, incorporating adjustments such as near-field
effects, an overview of the beamforming technique will give sufficient context for
synthetic aperture image formation as used in this application.
4.2.1.1 Beamforming
Originally developed for ultrasound imaging, the beamforming technique is now
widely used in many areas, such as radar, telecommunications and astronomy [112] [113].
As mentioned above, assuming that a source is spatially incoherent, constructive
interference will only occur along a single line of sight between the source and the
receiving antenna. For a multiple antenna array, a line of sight can be selected by
applying a phase shift between antenna pairs such that constructive interference









4.2.2. 2-D Doppler back-scattering
Equation 4.3, when applied to the received signal, suppresses all signals along
direction α, with frequency f , to the source from reference antenna 1. The constant
Wj acts as a scaling factor calculated from the voltage response function of antenna
j, with σj,1 denoting the vector between antenna 1 and antenna j. Equation 4.3 uses
the far field approximation to assume that vectors σ and α are orthogonal. The
intensity of signal sα can be calculated by applying the inverse Fourier transform





Where we have accounted for the digitisation discretisation by integrating between
the Nyquist limits of our digitisation electronics. Equations 4.3 and 4.4 can be
evaluated for any direction α and as such a 2-D image may be formed by “scanning”
across the detector’s field-of-view (FOV).
Equation 4.3 shows that by increasing the number of antennas, the number of sight
lines (α) is increased. The resolution of the system is actually proportional to the
antennas squared [114], so while adding more antennas does burden the digitisation
system, they pay-off is generally worth it. As FPGA’s allow parallel signal lines,
meaning that it is relatively easy to duplicate the digital signal processing for one
signal to many others, then the extra digitisation requirements are relatively minor
so long as there are sufficient logic resources on the chosen hardware platform.
4.2.2 2-D Doppler back-scattering
We have now described how electromagnetic waves are reflected or scattered at
specific densities relative to their frequencies and that a 2-D image of the returned
microwave intensity distribution can be formed from an array of antennas. Using
this information we can formulate a diagnostic technique for forming a 2-D image
of a plasma density surface. By illuminating the plasma with a single frequency
microwave source and constructing receiving electronics to receive at that frequency
a detector can measure the intensity of back-scattered light. This technique can
be used not just for DBS, as in this application, but also reflectometry to measure
the distance to, and therefore radius of, the plasma [115]. Radius measurements are
useful for characterising turbulence present in the plasma edge region as well as
being a useful real-time parameter for feedback control of the constraining magnetic
field.
A tokamak plasma iso-density surface is neither flat nor stationary, with density
corrugations along the propagation path occurring due to turbulence in the edge re-
gion. These density corrugations act to modulate the refractive index and therefore
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Figure 4.4: Diagram of incident beam on a reflection grating and the back-scattered
light (with diffraction orders shown as an example) resulting from corrugations
along a reflecting surface. In the case of the SAMI diagnostic this surface is the
iso-density cut-off surface corresponding to the frequency of the emitted beam.
Corrugations along the surface are the result of turbulence within the plasma edge.
reflected light from the cut-off is scattered back in the direction of the source [116].
By imagining a microwave beam incident on a grating in a vacuum, we can form a
model for how the back-scattered light relates to the scale of the turbulence causing
the density corrugations.
Figure 4.4 presents a diagram of an incident beam on a reflection grating that is
moving with some velocity v. In contrast to conventional Doppler reflectometry
the beam is incident on the surface at an oblique angle. This model represents
the turbulent plasma surface so that we can apply the Bragg condition, shown in
equation 4.5.
KT = 2kI sin θI (4.5)
The Bragg condition relates the grating spacing to the angle of incidence. By
scanning the beam, with wave number kI , across the corrugation the wave number
spectrum (KT ) of the grating is determined, in this case generated by the different
scales of plasma turbulence. The scattering surface is moving with velocity vT , the
phase velocity of the turbulent structure relative to the plasma surface, resulting
in a Doppler shift shown in equation 4.6
δω = vkI (4.6)
An example of the returned power spectrum can be seen in figure 4.5 where, while
the resolution is not sufficient to resolve the backscatter Doppler peak, there is
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Figure 4.5: Back scattered power of a Doppler backscattering diagnostic. The
central frequency peak is from the probing beam, after the gigahertz carrier wave
has been removed (see section 4.3). While the system resolution is not sufficient to
resolve the Doppler shifted peak there is still a clear asymmetry visible depending
on which direction the plasma is spinning in. Colours align with those in figure 4.3,
such that blue is moving away and red is moving towards the antenna. Figure taken
from “2-D Doppler backscattering using synthetic aperture microwaveimaging of
MAST edge plasmas” [14]
a clear asymmetry in the backscattered power depending on the direction that
the plasma is spinning in. The standard DBS technique is used to investigate the
turbulent structure velocity distribution which can give insight into edge transport,
the L-H mode transition and H-mode pedestal structure [117] [108].
Advantages of the DBS technique over other edge turbulence velocity diagnostics
such as Beam Emission Spectroscopy [118] and Gas Puff Imaging [119] are listed be-
low:
• DBS antennas can be made out of neutron resistant materials, the diagnostic
system does not include mirrors or focusing optics [120] which are more sus-
ceptible to neutron damage.
• While it is an active diagnostic, the probing beam of DBS has little to no
affect on the plasma conditions, unlike the beam penetration of BES [120] or
the injected pellet of GPI [121].
• Future tokamaks will not be able to operate with port access as this plasma
facing area will be used by breeding blankets. Implementations of the DBS
technique on such devices could utilise wave-guides to de-localise receiving
electronics behind neutron shielding.
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While the intricacies of DBS, and how it compares to other instruments of its type,
are out of the scope of this thesis the advantages stated here also apply to the
SAMI diagnostic.
4.2.2.1 Deriving Edge Current Density
2-D Doppler back-scattering is a technique for viewing the Doppler shift distribu-
tion of an emitted frequency of light across an iso-density plasma surface. Receiving
electronics are therefore designed to filter out the central frequency of a probing
beam and extract the side-bands where the Doppler shifted signal is greatest. Sig-
nal side bands, as demonstrated in figure 4.5, occur due to a shift in frequency of
the probing beam when reflected off the moving plasma surface. As the field of
view is scanned across the plasma by the beamforming algorithm the beam power
in the side-bands will change. An image of the plasma surface velocity can there-
fore be produced. This in turn can be used to determine the magnetic pitch angle
at that iso-density surface.
The Doppler shift of the back-scattered beam can be attributed to two conditions:
(i) the turbulent phase velocity relative to the iso-density background surface can
be random in direction and so results in a simple broadening of the back-scattered
signal; (ii) E × B or pressure-force effects can drive an underlying velocity that
results in an overall directional Doppler shift relative to the lab frame. The received
power spectrum is therefore asymmetrical, depending on the direction of the motion
relative to the antenna. A complete analysis of the DBS signal should also include
a discussion of the efficiency of the back-scattering process in relation to turbulence
structures [116] [122] [123] and while a full discussion of this concept is outside the scope
of this thesis, it would conclude that back-scattering efficiency peaks perpendicular
to the magnetic field.
It can now be seen that combining the underlying surface velocity and the back-
scattering efficiency we expect a 2-D DBS image of the plasma surface at a given
frequency to form Doppler shifted poles. These poles would be aligned perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field lines and thus allow measurement of the magnetic
pitch angle. The intention of the SAMI-2 diagnostic is to simultaneously probe the
plasma edge with two separate frequencies, and thus measure the pitch angle at
two different locations. Measurement of the pitch angle can then be used to derive
the edge current density using Amperes Law, shown in equations 4.7 and 4.8.








4.3. SAMI-2 Analogue Front End
Figure 4.6: Simple block diagram of the SAMI-2 diagnostic showing the front end
components that have been implemented on a custom PCB as described in “Dual-
polarisation broadband sinuous antenna and microstrip power divider design for
the Synthetic Aperture Microwave Imager-2 diagnostic” [15]
The pitch angle, γ, is related to the ratio of Bθ (poloidal field component) and
Bφ (toroidal field component) and at the tokamak mid-plane where θ = 0 then it
follows that:
γ = arctan BZ
Bφ
(4.9)
Equation 4.9 can be used to calculate BZ from the measured pitch angle and a value
for Bφ obtained from a basic equilibrium. The term δBRδZ in equation 4.8 can also
be calculated without in-depth equilibrium reconstruction [124]. This results in a
value for jφ (toroidal current density), which when calculated at multiple locations
in the plasma edge will determine the edge current density gradient.
The requirement to receive two simultaneous frequencies does not materially affect
the complexity of the digitisation system, other than doubling the number of signal
lines that must be processed. This is not an issue, as previously discussed in
section 4.2.1.1, as the signal processing logic can essentially just be copied for each
additional signal line. It does however impact the resolution of the data that can
be delivered, as the two ten gigabit ethernet outputs must now service double the
number of channels.
4.3 SAMI-2 Analogue Front End
As mentioned in section 4.2.2.1 the SAMI-2 diagnostic must be able to measure the
DBS signal from two probing frequencies simultaneously. A custom PCB has been
designed, described in J. Allen et al, Dual-polarisation broadband sinuous antenna
and microstrip power divider design for the Synthetic Aperture Microwave Imager-2
diagnostic [15], to achieve this. A simple block diagram of the front end components
attached to the data acquisition back-end is shown in figure 4.6
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The antennas used for SAMI-2 (described in section 4.3.1) generate a signal from
two orthogonal polarisations. These signals carry the information from the two
probing beams and so these frequencies must be separated. To achieve this the
signal is first fed through two mixers with Local Oscillators (LO) corresponding
to the probing beam frequencies. Once the probing beam carrier wave has been
subtracted the In-phase and Quadrature (I/Q) components are separated to allow
the main beam side-bands to be distinguished.
Finally each signal is digitised by a 12-bit, 125 MHz ADC that is connected to the
FPGA through a custom interface board. Polarisation, dual frequencies, and I/Q
components, mean a total of eight signal channels must be digitised per antenna.
The ADC-to-FPGA interface board is designed for 24 digital channels meaning
that each FPGA is responsible for processing the data from three antennas.
4.3.1 The Sinuous Antenna Design
As previously mentioned (see section 4.1.2) a key improvement of SAMI-2 over the
original instrument is the capacity to separate polarisations and hence be able to
distinguish between the O-mode and X-mode cut-off surfaces (for a brief description
of O and X-mode waves see appendix D.1). The antenna must also be able to
operate at up to 40 GHz so as to penetrate into the MAST-Upgrade pedestal
as far as possible. As the resolution of the system scales with the square of the
number of antennas, the more antennas that can be fitted within the available
port space is also important, therefore the antenna cross-section would preferably
be small. The original SAMI diagnostic used antennas that protruded toward the
plasma surface causing interference through internal array reflections. Therefore
a significant improvement would be the use of planar antennas flush to the array
surface, eliminating the possibility of such inter-antenna reflections.
To fulfil these requirements a sinuous antenna printed on PCB has been chosen.
The sinuous antenna design [125] is a broad spectrum planar antenna with dual arms
for polarisation separation [16]. The designs of the antenna arms give it a small
cross-section relative to the minimum frequency it is designed to receive while also
minimising cross-talk between the polarisations. Figure 4.7 shows the sinuous an-
tenna design with the different polarisation arms highlighted with different colours.
This antenna design has been shown to be effective for applications where a large
broadband and good polarisation separation is required [125].
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Figure 4.7: The sinuous antenna design has two distinct arms for polarisation sep-
aration [16]. The design of the antenna allows for a relatively small cross-section for
the bandwidth it is designed to respond to. It is also a planar antenna allowing
for it to be printed directly on to a PCB while minimising antenna cross-talk when
incorporated as part of an array. The orthogonal arms of the antenna allow to dif-
ferentiate between orthogonal polarised light. Figure taken from “Dual-polarisation
broadband sinuous antenna and microstrip power divider design for the Synthetic
Aperture Microwave Imager-2 diagnostic” [15]
4.4 Software and Firmware Components
4.4.1 10 Gigabit Ethernet
Defined by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) as protocol
802.3, ethernet describes the physical and first digital layer of the hardware and
software required to transfer information between nodes on a network. Nodes of a
network may be a computing device such as a personal computer or server, or parts
of the network infrastructure such as network switches or repeaters. The ethernet
protocol can be split into two distinct standards; (i) the physical layer (the system
defining the physical medium that the data is transmitted over); (ii) the data link-
layer (the system defining how data is encoded digitally and transferred across the
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Figure 4.8: The frame composition of an ethernet data transfer is shown here as
defined by IEEE protocol 802.3. Further protocols such as TCP/IP or UDP can
then be used within the packet data. In standard ethernet usage the maximum
frame size is limited to 1522 bytes, including header information and error checking,
but larger frame formats up to 9000 bytes can be supported if the ethernet interface
is configured in “Jumbo” mode.
physical connecting medium) [126].
The physical layer is fairly broad and defines the electrical or optical properties
of the network hardware. Many connection standards have been defined and used
since the introduction of ethernet in the 1980’s with the most common connector
types being RJ45 for copper cabling and SFP for optical fibres. Since the intro-
duction of fast ethernet, when the data throughput achievable reached 100 Mbits/s
ethernet networks have employed a star topology, where devices in a network are
connected through a central repeater or switch. While this approach may require
more cabling than a direct connect implementation it introduces redundancy to
the network, as if one cable fails a maximum of only one device is taken offline, as
well as advanced routing techniques for greater network flexibility.
The 802.3 protocol also defines the specification for the data link layer, the first
software layer for the transfer of packets between systems. The data link layer
relates to how information is passed between nodes in a network and so sets out
methods for determining data packet start and end as well as the possibility of
including methods for error correction. The data link layer only cares about point
to point communication, that is adjacent nodes in a network, and so it is indifferent
to the final destination of the packet information.
The format of an ethernet packet as defined in IEEE protocol 802.3 is shown in
figure 4.8. The first 14 bytes consist of the ethernet header, which contains the
packet destination, source and ethernet type or length. For a standard ethernet
frame the size is limited to 1522 bytes including the 14 byte header frame header
and 4 byte error checking sequence at the end. Larger frames up to 9000 bytes can
be supported if an interface is configured to send and receive them, with the packet
length bytes in the header determining the packet frame size. A jumbo frame is
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limited to 9000 bytes as larger packet labels would conflict with tags for different
ether types. It is useful in this application to utilise the jumbo frame capabilities
of the ethernet protocol as this reduces the number of interrupts that must be
sent to the acquisition PC CPU telling it to collect data. Reducing the number
of interrupts in turn increases the number of bytes than can be processed in any
given amount of time.
Ether types are tags for denoting special forms of ethernet frames that a network
interface must treat differently to a standard network transfer. While in theory
it would be possible to define an ethernet tag for SAMI frames specifically this
would require editing of the core ethernet driver on top of the development of
the acquisition driver already being written. This would introduce unnecessary
complexity as the jumbo frame size limit should be enough for SAMI-2 purposes.
4.4.1.1 Precision Time Protocol
One of these ether types is the Precision Time Protocol (PTP). This protocol is
a standardised method for synchronising clocks across a network to enable high
precision, time sensitive operations [127]. A PTP-enabled network requires hard-
ware capable of generating high accuracy timestamps. While a specification exists
for software time-stamping, the accuracy is low and this method would not be
recommended for applications where sub nano-second precision is required.
Figure 4.9 shows a diagram of the message exchange between a primary and sec-
ondary interface. Before the clocks in a PTP enabled network can be synchronised
the primary clock must be established. This is achieved using a standardised best
Master Clock Algorithm which will determine the highest accuracy clock on the
network. An announce message is used to state the clock statistics of each device
and then, knowing its own local statistics, the devices can determine whether they
are the primary or a secondary device. Once the primary interface has been de-
cided it can now send the various messages that constitute PTP operations. A
PTP message starts with a 34 byte header, demonstrated in table 4.1, which de-
termines the type and contents of the message. The main types of message are
synchronisation, follow-up and delay messages. For a version 2 type PTP network
to initialise a PTP exchange the primary interface will send a synchronise mes-
sage to its connected secondary devices. The synchronise message contains a zero
timestamp, and is followed by a follow-up message which contains the timestamp
of when the synchronise message was sent.
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Figure 4.9: Timing diagram of a PTP synchronisation from the primary interface
to a single secondary interface. Figure taken from EndRun Technologies white
paper “Precision Time Protocol” [17]
Table 4.1: Table of the PTP header information. The PTP header comes directly
after the ether type (as shown in figure 4.8) as part of the packet body. Table is
reproduced from “Implementing IEEE 1588v2 for use in the mobile backhaul” [19]
Content Length (Bytes) Bytes from start Description
Message
Type
1 0 Defines the message type, ex-




1 1 Declares the PTP version, de-
fining whether the sync mes-
sage timestamp is delivered




2 2 Declares the length of the PTP
message
Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 – continued from previous page
Content Length (Bytes) Bytes from start Description
Domain
Number
1 4 Defines the clock domain that
the message belongs to. An in-
terface may be on the same net-
work as multiple master clocks
but will be grouped with sys-
tems all linked to the same mas-
ter clock in a domain.
Reserved 1 5 Header information that is not
user accessible.




8 8 Value in nanoseconds of the
correction that must be ap-
plied to the secondary interface
clock.













1 32 Similar to the message type the
Control Field values depends




1 33 Header field whose contents de-
pend on the type of message be-
ing sent
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4.4.2 Intel NIC Configuration and Control
The SAMI-2 acquisition PC will use Intel X710 Network Interface Cards (NIC) to
acquire data from the FPGAs. To acquire data at the necessary rate the NICs
selected operate at speeds of up to 10 gigabits per second. As a PCI-e 3.0 x8 slot
operates at a maximum of 40 gigabits per second, to obtain the maximum number
of data lines to the acquisition PC the 4 port version of the PCI-e card was selected.
The Intel X710 NICs are standard COTS devices and a Linux driver is provided
as part of the main Linux kernel. This driver tells the system how to initialise the
NICs and where to store and retrieve the ethernet frames received or transmitted
by the interface. Direct Memory Access (DMA) is a protocol used to allow peri-
pheral devices, such as PCI-e expansion cards, to directly access system memory
for reading and writing. This is in contrast to serving an interrupt to the CPU and
waiting until a thread is available to process the memory transaction.
Once DMA has been used to insert frames into memory the standard ethernet
library functions can be used to read the collected packets and transfer the data
to user available memory locations. The receive buffers, that are filled by DMA
functions, can be up to 4000 frames in size which means that the CPU has plenty
of time to be served an interrupt and process the memory transaction. As the read
and write speed of system memory is an order of magnitude faster than that of
the 10 gigabit ethernet connection this should give plenty of time for the CPU to
complete the transfer operation.
4.4.3 Linux for Zynq Based Systems
Setting up Linux for an embedded system requires many components. A first stage
boot loader (FSBL), stored in non-volatile memory, is used to bootstrap the system
in a programmable state. A second stage boot loader is then required to set up
system memory and initialise the operating system. It may take some user inputs
and prepares system memory and basic networking. Once a second stage boot
loader has set up the system memory a kernel image can be loaded with a root
file system, and the device can now be booted into the available operating system.
A graphical representation of how the different system components relate to each
other is shown in figure 4.10.
The first stage boot loader is the first component in running Linux on an embedded
system. Loaded onto non-volatile memory, attached directly to the CPU, the first
stage boot loader will define the primary partition table of the device and tell
the CPU what is and isn’t available for writing to. It will also tell the CPU how
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Figure 4.10: Graphical representation of how the Linux system components mesh
to form a full operating system.
to initialise and address basic input and output hardware of the device such as
memory and storage interfaces and network interfaces. The final operation of the
first stage boot loader is loading the second stage boot loader in preparation for
acceptance of a kernel image.
The second stage does a similar job to the first stage boot loader, but can contain
more complex information, such as configuring and executing an operating system,
as it is allowed to be much larger. Second stage boot loaders may give users
access to basic hardware controls such as network interfaces and basic memory
interfaces, but they must operate in a driver-less state and therefore do not have
much functionality beyond that required to load the desired operating system.
Some boot loaders, such as “Das U-Boot” operate as a first and second stage boot
loader and are designed generically so as to be implementable on many embedded
systems. Size of the boot loader is limited due not only to memory restrictions on
embedded systems but also to speed up the transition of the system from down to
operational.
As embedded systems can come attached with any number of varying peripherals
an operating system must be told, what and where these peripherals are. To do so,
embedded system developers must generate a device tree blob (DTB). A DTB is a
file containing descriptions of the peripherals attached and available to the CPU.
The description consists of clock information, the memory address used to configure
and operate the peripheral, and other parameters specific to the particular piece
of hardware.
The final stage of any fully functioning system is the root file system. The root file
system contains the directories for storing the programs necessary within a modern
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operating system. This includes the configuration files and various driver programs
for operation of the attached hardware, as well as the directory maps linking these
files.
Once the various software components have been generated they can be written to
memory for use by the system-on-chip of the embedded hardware platform. For
a lot of consumer technology this memory is generally in the form of a solid state
device soldered to the platform. In the case of FPGAs it is more usual to load the
firmware and software components to an SD card which can then be inserted into
the FPGA hardware platform.
4.5 FPGA Based Acquisition and Control
The data acquisition and delivery system on the SAMI-2 diagnostic consists of
two parts. An FPGA board interfaces with the receiving analogue electronics to
acquire data from the Analogue-to-Digital converters. The FPGA then uses 10
Gigabit ethernet technology to transfer the data to an acquisition PC that uses a
bespoke driver to store the raw ethernet frames in memory before eventual transfer
to a further storage PC.
The FPGA acquisition system itself breaks down into two further segments. An
ADC interface collects the frame and data signal from the ADC boards and gener-
ates a 128 bit data stream for delivery to on-board RAM using the Direct Memory
Access (DMA) protocol. The processing system of the FPGA is limited to 8 giga-
bytes of memory, and with digitisation of twenty-four 12 bit data streams at 125
MHz this means only 1.8 seconds of raw data can be stored. This is further ex-
acerbated by the fact that the AXI interface requires data to be packed into words
that are a multiple of 8 bits, so the raw data must be packed to 16 bits. As shots
on MAST-Upgrade are intended to run to 5 seconds this is not sufficient. Instead,
an ethernet interface to the ADC acquisition modules has been designed to stream
a reduced data rate at 10 Gbits/s for the entire length of a MAST-Upgrade shot.
The work in this chapter concerns itself with the ethernet streaming interface and
the associated receiving driver.
4.5.1 Xilinx 10 Gigabit Ethernet Subsystem
The SAMI-2 FPGA implementation uses the Xilinx 10G/25G Ethernet Subsytem
IP [128] to provide two high speed 10 Gigabit ethernet interfaces for data trans-
mission. The ethernet interfaces operate over the Small Form-factor Pluggable+
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Figure 4.11: Flow chart of the programmable logic implemented on a Xilinx
ZCU102 Evaluation Board for the SAMI-2 data delivery system. Yellow shows
the IP cores developed as part of the work presented here. Green shows IP cores
developed by Roddy Vann and white shows standard IP cores avaliable as part of
the Xilinx standard and proprietary library.
(SFP+) cages for 10 gigabit over fibre optic cable operation. These interfaces use
gigabit transceivers, special hardware logic blocks on the FPGA, to operate at the
super-gigabit speeds not achievable by the standard hardware available as part of
the FPGA programmable logic.
The ethernet subsystem can be operated by AXI interface blocks to the ARM
processor. Separate interfaces are required for the subsystem configuration and
data delivery. As the subsystem only requires configuration on power-up this can
be solely dealt with by the ARM connected AXI interface. This is in contrast
to the previous generation 10 Gigabit Ethernet [129] subsystem that required spe-
cific configuration for operation with jumbo packets and so would have required
intervention from the programmable logic.
For data delivery directly from the ADC interface module there must obviously
be a direct connection to the ethernet subsystem. To allow the interface to be
usable from the ARM processor, data must therefore be multiplexed between the
two sources. The data interface to the ethernet subsystem follows the AXI4-Stream
protocol [20] and is connected to the ARM processor through a Multi Cast DMA
(MCDMA) Xilinx IP core. This allows the PL to write directly to the single 8
Gb RAM module attached to the FPGA board. The MCDMA core communic-
ates with the ethernet subsystem data interface through FIFOs that perform the
clock-crossing operation from the MCDMA core (on the system clock) to the data
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interface (on the ethernet data clock). It is the FIFO interfaces that are multi-
plexed between the MCDMA core and the user generated core that packages data
from the ADC interface.
Data to be sent over the ethernet subsystem must be pre-packaged into an eth-
ernet frame, as demonstrated in figure 4.8. This is accomplished with a custom
written module, described in section 4.5.1.1. The various clocks for the subsystem
are generated internally by the IP, derived from a crystal oscillator designed for
use with gigabit transceivers and a 150 MHz system clock. The generated receive
and transmit clock are then looped back into the system to clock the various data
interfaces. Only one ethernet subsystem has to be instantiated which supports two
independent ethernet configuration and data interfaces. A PTP extraction mod-
ule, described in section 4.5.1.3 is multiplexed with the receive FIFO to facilitate
synchronisation of multiple FPGA boards.
4.5.1.1 Ethernet Frame Packaging
The ethernet frame packaging module receives data from the ADC conversion mod-
ule (described in section 4.5.1.2) and prepares it for transmission using the ethernet
subsystem. Data entering the ethernet subsystem must be presented as part of a
complete ethernet packet. This means that an ethernet source and destination
address must be attached at the beginning of the frame and then followed by the
frame length. The ethernet subsystem itself will add the ethernet packet start and
stop code, but without the standard ethernet header information (as shown in fig-
ure 4.8) the ethernet packet will not be received by the destination interface. A
state machine (as described in 1.2.5.1) is used to control the ethernet frame section
that is to be generated. A block diagram of the FSM used in this module is shown
in figure 4.12.
Components of the ethernet frame are generated in 64 bit (8 byte) segments, as
this is the largest segment block accepted by the ethernet subsystem. As a MAC
address is 48 bits long and the length component (also ether type, see section 4.4.1)
is 16 bits long this means that two 64 bit frames of of the ethernet packet must
be generated before data can be inserted. It is therefore necessary to buffer the
incoming ADC data so that no data is lost while waiting for the address and length
components to be output from the module.
Once the ethernet header has been generated there are still 16 bits (2 bytes) of data
left within the 64 bit word that is used for the data interface. These 16 bits are
used to hold the timestamp on which the acquisition trigger is received, generated
by the PTP timestamping module (described in section 4.5.1.3). Once that the
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Figure 4.12: Flow chart of the ethernet frame packaging module. When the data
packaging module reaches the end of a packet the last frame flag is asserted and
the ethernet FIFO makes the data available to the ethernet subsystem.
ethernet header and timestamp have been delivered to the ethernet input FIFO,
data can be written into the packet by the ethernet subsystem. The number of
bytes delivered must be counted to ensure that the packet length is correct, else
the receiving interface will register an error, or not be able to receive the packet at
all.
To ensure correct operation of the ethernet subsystem the input FIFO is operated
in packet mode. This means that while the data packaging module continuously
fills the FIFO on the 150 MHz system clock, the FIFO waits until the last byte flag
of the ethernet packet is made high before making the data available to the ethernet
subsystem. As the FIFO supports asynchronous clocks the entire ethernet packet
can be delivered at once on the subsystem clock, eliminating the requirement for
clock crossing logic from the data clock to the subsystem clock.
4.5.1.2 ADC Data Conversion
Data is generated by the ADC at a rate of 125 MHz with a 12 bit resolution. For
each channel of data the ADC generates two signal lines of 6 bits in serial. This is
then parallelised by an ADC interface. The ADC interface (developed by Roddy
Vann) outputs the data as a 16 bit word to a DMA module for delivery to the
ARM processor over a high-speed AXI4 interface (see section 1.2.6.1). The 16 bit
word is produced by packing the 6 bit ADC segments with two zero bits and then
concatenating the two 8 bit words. Each 16 bit data segment is therefore organised
as shown in figure 4.13 and output to the DMA module on the ADC clock of 125
MHz.
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Figure 4.13: Graphical representation of how the ADC 12 bit data sample is packed
into the 16 bit output of the ADC interface module.
As previously discussed (see section 4.1.2), each FPGA of the SAMI-2 data ac-
quisition system will process 24 channels of data. At 12 bits per channel at a rate
of 125 MHz this equates to 36 Gigabits of data, which is obviously too much for
the two 10 gigabit ethernet data links. To allow headroom within the 10 gigabit
ethernet protocol it has been decided that at first the data will be downsampled
to 4 bits at 125 MHz for a data bandwidth of 6 gigabits per ethernet link.
However, packaging the data into 64 bit words for use with the ethernet subsystem
is now more complicated. This is because while it is easy enough to see that the
24 data channels can be split into 12 channels for each ethernet stream, simply
packaging the 4 bits from each of the 12 channels and transmitting that would
result in only 48 bits of the 64 bit word containing data. It would also result in
sending a 64 bit word at a rate of 125 MHz for a data bandwidth of 8 gigabits
per second, defeating the purpose of reducing the data resolution to 4 bits to allow
headroom in the first place. Instead a buffering system has been created to ensure
that the full 64 bit word is used and therefore an ethernet line rate of 6 gigabits
per second is achieved. Figure 4.14 shows a graphical representation of how the
buffering loop is achieved.
As each data segment is buffered multiple times within this module it also facilitates
crossing from the 125 MHz clock to the 150 MHz system clock that the ethernet
packaging module operates on (described above in section 4.5.1.1). However, the
uniqueness of the buffering loop makes it very particular to this data configuration
and major modifications would be necessary for operation with 5 bit and 6 bit
downsampling. Neither 5 or 6 are a factor of 64 meaning that while the 4 bit
downsampling can be achieved by splitting the channel data into 4 bit words and
concatenating, an implementation for 5 or 6 bit words would also include splitting
of individual elements. Not only does this complicate the implementation of a
buffering loop, it would also complicate the collation of data on the acquisition
PC as ethernet frames are stored as 32 bit characters (again, neither 5 or 6 being
factors of 32).
Synthetic aperture imaging has been shown to work with as little as 1-bit resol-
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Figure 4.14: Diagram of the frame buffering loop in the ADC Data conversion
module. Blue lines show points in the loop where a complete frame has been
generated and output to the ethernet data packaging module while red lines show
the buffering loop path.
ution [130]. While it is not clear what effect downsampling will have on the final
resolution the method is still expected to work with a 4-bit bandwidth. To invest-
igate the effect of downsampling, the maximum amount of raw data will also be
stored and compared against the streamed downsampled data.
4.5.1.3 PTP Timestamping and Synchronisation
A PTP timestamping module has been implemented to extract data from incoming
PTP packets (described in section 4.4.1.1) and generate a synchronised timestamp
across the separate FPGA acquisition boards. The acquisition trigger for all the
FPGA boards is delivered from the MAST-Upgrade control system along a single
fibre line and then distributed by an internal break-out board. While in theory this
should mean that all the FPGAs receive the trigger simultaneously, in practice it
is highly likely that the distributed trigger for each board will have different delays
due to differences in electrical paths.
The beam forming technique described in section 4.2.1.1 relies on cross-correlation
of antenna data. This means that antenna signals must be synchronised precisely
to be able to form accurate images of the plasma surface. Knowing exactly, relative
to each other, when the acquisition boards receive the trigger is therefore essential
for the beam forming technique.
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Figure 4.15: Flow chart for the PTP timestamping module used to extract a
timestamp generated by the acquisition PC. The timestamp is then inserted into
the ethernet packet to facilitate data synchronisation across multiple FPGA ac-
quisition boards.
As mentioned in section 4.4.1.1 the PTP handshaking protocol consists primarily
of synchronisation and follow-up messages. The PTP module FSM, as shown in
figure 4.15 is therefore designed to reset the timestamp to zero on a synchronisation
message and increment the time counter. When the follow-up message is received
the new timestamp is added to the free running timestamp of the PTP module,
and it is only once the follow-up message has been delivered to all the boards that
they can be assumed to be synchronised. The PTP timestamp at the trigger time
is then inserted into the ethernet packet to be transmitted so that when the data
arrives at the acquisition PC it can be aligned relative to the other packets.
The PTP module uses a 300 MHz clock to increment the timestamp counter, which
enables the sub-8 ns accuracy of the PTP protocol. To allow ethernet functionality
within the Linux system the ethernet subsystem data outputs are simultaneously
connected to the DMA module that interfaces with the ARM processor and the
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PTP module. While the ethernet subsystem does contain logic to enable native
PTP timestamping, this would only be beneficial for attaching a timestamp to the
outgoing packets. This is because the native PTP logic does not determine if a
packet is a PTP packet and only presents the potential timestamp as an output.
Therefore even using the native PTP logic, the current PTP packet filtering would
still have to be used to determine when synchronisation and follow-up packets have
been received.
4.5.2 Data Acquisition PC
The technical specification for the data acquisition PC is constrained, mostly by
the high data through put that requires multiple ethernet-over-fibre add-in cards.
As mentioned multiple times in the preceding material, the full SAMI-2 data ac-
quisition system will require twenty 10 gigabit fiber pairs for data delivery from
the FPGA boards to the acquisition PC. The Intel X710 NIC (described in section
4.4.2) has a 4 port variant and so five of these PCI-e add-in cards will be used
for data acquisition. Each NIC requires eight PCI-e lanes to operate at the full
40 gigabit bandwidth. This means that the CPU and motherboard combination
used for the SAMI-2 acquisition PC must support a total of forty PCI-e lanes and
expansion slots for at least 5 full width PCI-e expansion cards.
While almost all Intel Xeon CPUs [131] support up to forty four PCI-e lanes as
standard, motherboards with more than three full length PCI-e lanes are rare.
Further compounding the constraints is that to fulfil all the PCI-e requirements
that a COTS system delivers, the PCI-e lanes of single socket motherboards are
distributed around many peripherals such that the lanes connecting the PCI-e
interface to the CPU are multiplexed with other high-speed interfaces. Multiplexing
PCI-e lanes from different cards could become a potential bottleneck and so it would
be preferable to avoid this. Therefore the SAMI-2 acquisition PC uses a dual socket
motherboard, specifically the ASUS WS C621E SAGE [18], that supports forty non-
multiplexed PCI-e lanes divided between the two CPUs. The block diagram for
the motherboard is shown in figure 4.16. It can be seen that by carefully selecting
PCI-e slots 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6, PCI-e multiplexing can be avoided.
Choice of CPU was fairly straight forward as the Intel Xeon Silver 4208 was the
lowest cost CPU compatible with the motherboard with hyper-threading avail-
able. Hyper-threading means that each core (the CPU component that executes
instructions) can operate two simultaneous threads for greater multi-tasking capa-
city. While the threads share the low-level, high-speed, L3 cache and so are not
completely distinct, they can generally be viewed as being able to execute distinct
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Figure 4.16: Block diagram of the PCI-e lanes of the dual socket ASUS WS C621E
SAGE motherboard. While PCI-e lanes are still multiplexed between interfaces it
is possible to avoid sharing lines by carefully selecting which interfaces to populate.
Figure taken from the ASUS WS C621E SAGE manual [18]
operations. The Intel Xeon 4208 has 8 cores and 16 threads so that the complete
dual socket system has a total of 16 cores and 32 threads. The PCI-e block dia-
gram, shown in figure 4.16, shows that for three NICs connected to CPU 2 and two
NICs connected to CPU 1, the maximum number of PCI-e lanes assigned to any
CPU will be twelve. As both CPUs have 16 threads this leaves plenty of headroom
for each ethernet fibre interface to be managed by its own thread.
Writing the data to solid state storage as it arrives is not possible due to the high
bandwidth. The acquisition PC must therefore be capable of storing a shot’s worth
of data in volatile memory (RAM). MAST-Upgrade shot lengths are expected to
eventually reach 5 seconds, and for twenty fibre lines operating at a maximum
throughput of 9 gigabits per second this amounts to 125.5 gigabytes of data per
shot. The data acquisition computer has been built with twelve 16 gigabyte sticks
of 2400 MHz RAM for a total of 192 gigabytes of memory. While this is significantly
more memory than is required it means that all 12 memory interfaces have been
used in dual channel modes to reduce the chance of bottlenecks as well as giving
plenty of headroom for the rest of the Linux system.
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Finally a standard 750 watt ATX PC power supply [132] provides headroom for the
expected 300 watt load and leaves possibility for adding a GPU in the future. An
In-Win R400-01N 4U [133] standard rack mount server case allows installation of the
acquisition PC within the server racks available on MAST-Upgrade with additional
room for adding storage in the future.
4.5.3 Network Interface Card (NIC) Driver
To acquire data from the FPGA a program has been written to acquire data con-
currently from all the 10 gigabit ethernet interfaces. This has been achieved using
standard C++ libraries and it is hoped that the program layout is flexible for ease
of customisation in the furture. The program consists of three files, the main pro-
gram file, a thread function file and a socket class file. These are compiled using
the “GNU make” framework [134] such that small changes to the individual files do
not mean a complete re-compilation of the entire program.
To interface directly with a socket the “sys/socket.h” and “sys/type.h” standard
libraries must be used to instantiate and configure each necessary ethernet inter-
face [135]. To reduce any processing overhead, and therefore be capable of reaching
the maximum bandwidth, the ethernet interfaces are configured using the RAW
protocol. A list of the protocols and their descriptions can be found as part of the
socket library documentation [135]. Using ethernet interfaces with the RAW pro-
tocol means that no processing is done on the packet when it is transferred from the
receive buffer to main memory. The recall from the receive buffer to main memory
is accomplished with the “recvfrom” [136] function, also part of the “sys/socket.h”
and “sys/type.h” libraries.
A socket configuration class has been written to standardise socket operations such
as socket configuration and sending and receiving packets. The socket class means
that instantiation of socket objects can be automated and hence easily adjusted
for the number of ethernet interfaces that need to be operated. This is useful
functionality as the preliminary application of the SAMI-2 diagnostic will operate
with a reduced number of antennas, compared to the full complement of thirty that
the system will eventually run with. Socket class has methods for:
• Configuration
Sockets are configured to operate using the “SOCK_RAW” protocol. This is
in contrast to configuration with the (more generally used) “SOCK_DGRAM”
protocol that would pre-process incoming packets to remove the source and
destination address to leave just the ethernet packet body. While it may seem
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preferable to automatically strip the ethernet header information to prevent
having to do it manually, it is not trivial to pass the correct source and address
information the “recvfrom” function for correct packet identification.
Once a socket has been instantiated it is configured with the required inter-
face MAC address and the promiscuous mode flag is set. Promiscuous mode
requires the interface to receive all packets that arrive instead of just those
that are addressed to the socket. Alternatively, once the system is in an op-
erational stage the point-to-point flag can be set with the specific destination
MAC address.
• Send Packets
The send packet method is used for testing purposes so that the bandwidth
limits of the interfaces can be determined. This method is not expected to be
used during diagnostic operation as the FPGA Linux system should be able
to interface with the ethernet packets directly and therefore use data transfer
methods that are normally used between Linux systems.
• Receive Packets
The receive packet method utilises the “recvfrom” function to transfer indi-
vidual packets from the receive buffer (described in section 4.4.2) into system
memory. The real-time acquisition packets are generated by the ethernet
packaging module (described in section 4.5.1.1) and so a different MAC ad-
dress can be used to the Linux MAC address from the FPGA to distinguish
the packets. Linux systems also send loopback packets through an inter-
face and so each incoming packet is checked for the correct source address
from the corresponding FPGA interface. Once the ethernet header informa-
tion has been removed from the packet buffer the data is transferred to the
thread function for concatenation with the full data array.
• Send PTP Packet
The send PTP packet method constructs a PTP synchronisation and follow-
up packet using the formatting described in section 4.4.1.1. This is used by
the FPGA, as described in section 4.5.1.3, for synchronisation of the FPGA
boards so the cross-correlations between the antennas can be calculated ac-
curately.
To achieve the maximum possible data bandwidth, each interface must be oper-
ated independently so that ethernet frames can be transferred from their respective
receive buffers to system memory uninterrupted. The POSIX thread library func-
tions [137] were chosen to instantiate a separate instruction thread for each interface.
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To operate the thread function takes a thread object, a function to be executed
by the thread and arguments for the thread function. A thread function has been
written that takes a socket class object as an argument and then executes the re-
ceive packets class method for that socket object. This means that each interface
is operated identically and that different class methods can be executed within the
thread function while abstracting the method code to the socket class. Compart-
mentalising the program into these separate files makes the individual scripts that
are used in the program more readable and helps keep individual file sizes small
which is useful when debugging.
4.5.4 Component testing
While it is not possible to test the entire system end-to-end until all the hardware
components are ready, it is possible to test individual parts in isolation. Each of the
FPGA modules that has been described has been simulated using the Xilinx Vivado
development suite to ensure that the logic is operating as intended. Modules are
then connected as they would be in the final system and it has been verified that
the components also produced the expected behaviour when working in concert.
Separately, the send and receive functions described as part of the NIC software
driver can be used with each other to check that they operate correctly. Data trans-
fer speeds of up to nine gigabits per second have been achieved using this method.
While this is less than what should be possible for the interface, it is sufficient for
the six gigabit rate that is expected of the initial SAMI-2 implementation.
4.6 Summary
A real-time data acquisition system has been designed for the SAMI-2 diagnostic
to overcome the on-board data limitations of the FPGA for a maximum acquisition
time of five seconds. This corresponds to the maximum shot length that is expected
on the MAST-Upgrade tokamak. The SAMI-2 diagnostic will help in exploring the
edge current density to further understanding of the L-to-H mode transition as well
as other plasma edge related phenomena.
FPGA modules have been designed to downsample data in real-time across a clock
boundary, package data for the state-of-the-art 10 gigabit ethernet proctocol and
synchronise data across multiple boards using the Precision Time Protocol. Not
only are the data rates shown here some of the highest currently used in fusion but a
solution for FPGA board synchronisation has been shown using a standard network
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protocol. Once development of the front end electronics has been completed the
real-time data acquisition system shown here can be tested. The diagnostic will
then be mounted on the MAST-Upgrade tokamak.
4.6.1 Future Work
The first improvement to the system that can be made is a reduction of the down-
sampling to better utilise the full 10 gigabit bandwidth. This will mean alterations
to the ADC conversion module (described in section 4.5.1.2), though the current
frame buffering system can still be utilised. More sophisticated downsampling and
filtering techniques can be implemented, such as frequency downsampling and the
application of digital filters to retain the full bit width by reducing the temporal
resolution.
Currently only two SFP+ ports are utilised of the four available on the ZCU102
Development board. Significant future work on the SAMI system may include
the use of the other two SFP+ ports to a dedicated analysis box containing more
FPGAs. This would facilitate real-time processing of the magnetic pitch angle as




What follows is a summary of the material presented in this thesis, with particular
note made of the novel aspects that have been contributed to fusion research. Next
is an overview of fusion diagnostics in general and how they will continue to be
utilised going forward. Finally, a brief review is made of FPGA technology as
applied to the ITER tokamak, the next major step in realising a commercial fusion
power plant.
5.1 Thesis Overview
It is clear that diagnostic instrumentation is a critical part of any scientific research.
The scale and complexity of fusion experiments means that this is especially true
with a wide range of diagnostic techniques being employed. To facilitate research
it is also important that diagnostic systems have comprehensive data acquisition,
processing, and diagnostic control methods. Presented within this body of work are
three distinct diagnostic instruments that nonetheless have used similar workflows
in the development of their acquisition, processing, and control systems. This is
important as the reduced development time that comes with the similar workflows
means reduced cost and greater time spent on innovative research. Shared archi-
tectures mean that advantages are also to be found in system maintenance and
improvement.
Field Programmable Gate Array technology continues to provide a flexible plat-
form for custom instrumentation with unique I/O and data processing require-
ments. This makes FPGAs ideal for research environments where bespoke one-off
instrumentation is regularly required. The re-programmability also makes in-house
developed FPGA based instrumentation easy to improve as the functionality can be
adjusted as the diagnostic requirements change over time. In short time-scales dia-
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gnostics may also be initially implemented with reduced functionality and upgraded
as and when the opportunity presents itself. Finally, while in-house development of
instrumentation can take more time than commissioning from a outside source, the
advantages in maintenance cannot be understated. In-house developed instruments
can be maintained on site due to the available knowledge base and this can reduce
costs in maintenance and reduce downtime, critical to research environments where
experiment time is limited.
Zynq is the architecture name for the integration of an FPGA and a Central Pro-
cessing Unit as a System-On-Chip developed by Xilinx. Alternative architectures
are available from Intel in the form of their Agilex, Arria, and some Stratix FPGA
technology families [138]. Packaging these two technologies in such an integrated
form factor reduces the complexity and increases the performance of FPGA in-
strument control with more traditional computer software systems (accessible via
the ARM CPU). To facilitate communication between ARM and FPGA compon-
ents the AXI interface standard has been defined by the IEEE. By integrating
this protocol into IP cores, ARM to FPGA interactions can be standardised mak-
ing collaboration and resource sharing significantly easier compared to previous
applications of Linux for FPGA control.
The Fission Chambers for Neutron Flux Measurements acquisition system and
the real-time biasing Langmuir probe prototype use the low-cost Red Pitaya de-
velopment board and the Koheron SDK to implement adaptable state-of-the-art
instrumentation. Utilising the open-source Koheron SDK allows for a quick and
simple workflow for designing high performance diagnostics. While still making
use of the free version of the Vivado toolkit, the Koheron SDK allows complex
FPGA development with the associated support software without buying into the
expensive Vivado software eco-system. The Red Pitaya development board is a low-
cost Zynq based FPGA system that provides high speed Analogue-to-Digital and
Digital-to-Analogue converters making it a good choice for high performance elec-
tronic signal sampling applications. Both instruments have used the Red Pitaya
FPGA and Koheron SDK workflow to great effect in creating high performance
instrumentation with significant advantages over previous systems.
While ARM processors are generally regarded as components for low power systems
(such as phones, IoT devices and light-weight embedded systems), the FPGA incor-
porated as part of the Zynq SoC allows integration of state-of-the-art networking
and high speed I/O usually only possible with high-end bespoke instrumentation.
The original SAMI diagnostic employed a processor in PL using the MicroBlaze
architecture [52]. By offloading the Linux control system to the attached ARM
processing cores the entire FPGA fabric is available for data acquisition and pro-
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cessing. The ARM processors can also run the Linux based control software faster
and more reliably than a MicroBlaze implementation, using a standard Ubuntu
image with all the advantages in access to software that that entails.
5.1.1 Fission Chambers for Neutron Flux Measurements
Presented here has been the development of a new digital electronic acquisition
system for dual fission chambers to be implemented on the Mega Amp Spherical
Tokamak Upgrade fusion experiment. This system improves the time resolution
of neutron flux measurements compared to the old system and brings develop-
ment in-house to improve diagnostic flexibility and reduce maintenance costs. The
acquisition system also incorporates a web server implemented with Flask for de-
livery of data and diagnostic configuration over the MAST-U network. This is an
added feature over the previous fission chamber acquisition system. Firmware and
software components are backed-up and available using the on-site Gitlab version
control system. The acquisition system has been tested and calibrated at the Na-
tional Physical Laboratory with multiple sources and data from the commissioning
of the Neutral Beam Injectors is also presented.
While the fission chamber signal processing presented here is not the first digital
implementation of real-time DC current and Campbell mode calculation [139], it
does show a novel, low latency, light-weight method for calculating the signal vari-
ance [140]. The expected linear response has been verified with testing at the Na-
tional Physical Laboratory and will be the first COTS built digital fission chamber
acquisition system implemented on a fusion experimental device.
5.1.2 Digital Implementation of the Mirror Langmuir Probe
Control System
Presented here is the development of a proof-of-concept real-time biasing Langmuir
probe control system. Much of this work has been previously published [74]. The
proof-of-concept shows real-time biasing capability of a Langmuir probe with re-
spect to plasma temperature. This will facilitate high temporal resolution measure-
ments of plasma temperature fluctuations to provide new insights into the physics
of plasma edge turbulence and filamentary structures.
The use of FPGAs allowed this project to be implemented quickly and at low cost.
The proof-of-concept firmware is open source and available as a public Github
repository to facilitate collaboration and further development. While the FPGA
concepts used to build the system are not new, they have been applied to create an
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advanced diagnostic that should be easy to implement on plasma devices. In fact,
this has already been shown by further work completed by W. McCarthy and will
be presented in a future publication prepared for submission to Review of Scientific
Instruments.
5.1.3 The Synthetic Aperture Microwave Imaging Diagnostic
The Synthetic Aperture Microwave Imaging 2 diagnostic will measure the plasma
edge magnetic pitch angle simultaneously in two locations so as to infer the edge
current density. This will facilitate physics studies into many edge phenomena such
as ELMs, the L-H mode transition and edge turbulence. The work that has been
presented here enables the SAMI-2 diagnostic by using FPGA technology to stream
in real-time the acquired data from 30 polarised antennas into an acquisition PC
using the standard ethernet protocol and commercially available digital electronics.
This is a continuation of the initial SAMI instrument that used 8 non-polarisation
discriminating antennas to measure the magnetic pitch angle of of the plasma edge
at a single depth. The technology used for the new SAMI-2 instrument is cutting
edge with an initial data bandwidth far exceeding other instrumentation installed
on the MAST-Upgrade diagnostic. Challenges included configuring the FPGA for
10 Gigabit networking and designing the software for data capture and storage on
the data acquisition PC. Due to the extremely high data bandwidth requirements
and novelty of the project this would not have been possible within this times-
cale without the use of FPGA technology. Also presented here are innovations in
generating low-latency downsampled data for a 64-bit AXI interface as well as a
novel implementation of the PTP timestamping protocol for multiple FPGA board
synchronisation.
5.2 Outlook
It is clear that as FPGA technology becomes cheaper and more accessible it will
continue to play a critical role in the development of instrumentation for fusion
experimental devices. Open source workflows will also contribute to increasing
the accessibility of FPGA development, hopefully leading to greater innovation
in the field. Standardisation of hardware and software components will facilitate
collaboration as instruments become easier to adapt and implement for a variety
of machines.
A major advance of the past few years is the integration of programmable logic
and conventional computer system components into a System-on-Chip architec-
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ture. This symbiosis will continue to proliferate into fusion research as increas-
ing complexity in diagnostics and control systems drives more complex software
requirements. Also to consider is the use of Local Area Networks for holistic dia-
gnostic management. Data security and the increasing number of digital diagnostic
control systems mean that LANs are a critical aspect of Tokamak control and man-
agement. Zynq-like architectures allow diagnostics to present web interfaces to the
wider instrument network without requiring a separate control PC. Not only does
this reduce the space and power requirements of the experiment overall, but it
also means that control and data acquisition protocols can be standardised across
devices, reducing the complexity of running the experiment.
However, although there are many advantages in speed and energy efficiency as
gate technology reduces in size, components become more susceptible to radiation
damage. This is magnified by the increase in surface area that accompanies the
increased number of components on silicon when creating a Zynq-like SoC. Further
work is needed on how FPGA based components within the bio-shield degrade over
time with respect to performance and reliability.
5.2.1 ITER Tokamak Diagnostics
The ITER tokamak is the next step in tokamak evolution [141]. It has been designed
to be the first fusion device to reach thermal break-even with an eventual thermal
output of 500 MW for input heating energy of 50 MW. FPGA technology will be
critical part of many planned diagnostics on ITER, used as part of the neutron dia-
gnostic suite [142], the real-time plant protection system [143], X-ray diagnostics [144],
and many others. Such is the pervasive use of FPGA technology that the research-
ers working as part of the ITER project have undertaken studies into how the
harsh radiation environment will affect the reliability and longevity of the various
FPGA hardware platforms [145]. The prolific use of FPGA based instrumentation
throughout the ITER ecosystem shows that FPGA technology will continue to be





A.1 Future of Fusion Energy
This appendix serves as an overview of a paper [27], written with other members of
the fusion Centre for Doctoral Training, on wider aspects of fusion energy research
outside of the main focus of this this thesis. The motivation behind the work
presented in the paper is to examine in depth the role fusion power plants will play
when the technology becomes widely available, with the aim of advising fusion
research policy. Policy suggestions are made that might facilitate the penetration
of future fusion power plants into a future carbon neutral energy grid.
As is often quoted when talking about fusion in public, “Fusion is only 30 years
away, and always will be”. This phrase, that has plagued the credibility of the
fusion community for the past 50 years, shows that we must be careful in our
messaging going forward [146] [147]. The current motivations for fusion power are
its clean energy credentials and the low-level waste criterion. This criterion states
that after 100 years from decommissioning a fusion power plant will not leave
any long lived nuclear waste (> 100 years) of a radioactivity level greater than
“intermediate” classification. By examining current research this paper aims to
show that these constraints can and should be relaxed to enable the penetration of
fusion power as an energy source.
Many proponents of fusion power state that its low carbon credentials mean that
fusion based power plants can be a solution to climate change and the issue of
increasing CO2 and green-house gas emissions [23]. While this is theoretically true,
it is only relevant if climate change is still an issue by the time commercial fusion
power becomes available. The IPCC has estimated that pollution causing global
warming must reach net-zero by 2050 [22] to avoid risking irreversible effects. Given
the development time involved for a fusion power plant it is reasonable to ask
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therefore if fusion can usefully contribute to a net-zero carbon solution within that
time-frame.
The EU fusion roadmap states that a power plant that can demonstrate electricity
to the grid will be operational approximately 20 years after the current European
fusion research machine, ITER, has demonstrated energy gain from fusion [148]. As
ITER is not slated to operate at full power until 2035 this puts the first demonstra-
tion of fusion power to the grid in 2055, a full 5 years after the global transition to
a net-zero carbon energy infrastructure. It is therefore highly unlikely that fusion
based power plants will contribute to an initial de-carbonised grid.
Instead fusion power would enter a market most likely dominated by renewable
energy [27]. To fit within this market fusion would most likely have to demonstrate
some capability over the currently assumed role of a “base-load” power source.
This could be accomplished with some form of load following or the application of
fusion power to other industries such as heat generation for either commercial or
industrial applications.
The second tenet of fusion power is the low-level waste criterion. Set by fusion
programs in the 1970s to improve fusion’s image against fission, the low-level waste
criterion states that neutron irradiated material from a fusion power plant must
be able to be disposed of in low-level waste repositories 100 years after decommis-
sioning. However, recent research has shown that the structural steel specifically
designed to meet this specification, EUROFER97, will in fact produce intermediate-
level waste, as defined by the UK government, with a half-life of over a thousand
years.
As the mass of structural material used within a plant is quite high it is possible
that a future fusion power plant built using EUROFER97 would produce more
intermediate waste than an equivalent nuclear fission based reactor. While the
regulations defining radioactive waste disposal are not universal this does pose a
significant problem. One solution would be for a set of global regulations to be
defined for the safe construction and decommissioning of fusion power plants, a
solution in line with the extremely co-operative research and development that
fusion has experienced over the last couple of decades.
Overall the paper finds that while there will still be a place for fusion in future
energy markets thanks to its high energy density and low proliferation attributes,
significant strides can be made to more accurate messaging and research into how
fusion power can be most usefully applied. It may also be possible and necessary to
relax the nuclear waste requirements while still maintaining a significantly smaller
environmental impact relative to conventional nuclear power.
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Fission Chambers for Neutron
Flux Measurements
Thermal Neutron Latency in Fission Chamber shielding ]Electron Bernstein waves
can be characterised as having wavelengths of the order of four times the gyro-
radius, and must be sufficiently high frequency such that the ion motion can be
ignored
Thermal Neutron Latency in Fission Chamber shielding The neutrons generated by
fusion reactions must travel from the plasma where they are generated to the fission
chamber electrode to be detected. During this travel neutrons may be scattered
and lose energy, and therefore speed. To precisely measure the neutron flux for a
1 µs period then it is important to ensure that the neutron travel time is less than
the sampling time, preferably by an order of magnitude or more. This is so that
the neutron flux measured by the fission chamber system can be reliably correlated
to the corresponding timestamp.
For an averaging time of 1 µs it has already been established (see section 2.2.3) that
a delay of greater than 200 ns would have an undesirable effect on the temporal
resolution of the system. It is relatively trivial to set a lower limit on the neutron
energy that would definitely introduce more than 200 ns of latency. The fission
chambers are approximately 2m from the centre column, which to first order we
can assume is the average distance to the plasma bulk. For a neutron to travel 2
m in 200 ns or less it must have an energy of approximately 500 keV or greater.
While this is a significantly greater energy than the Cadmium layer is designed to
adsorb [149], modelling using the neutron code MCNP [150] has shown that the time
resolution is sufficiently maintained.
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B.1 Code snippets from the Fission Chamber
Acquisition system
B.1.1 Mean and Variance Calculation Code
The following code snippet shows how the mean and variance parameters repor-
ted by the fission chamber data processing system are calculated using the VHDL
programming language. An example of the pipelining technique described in sec-
tion 1.2.5 can be seen in processes “square_proc_1”, “square_err_proc”, and
“cross_err_data_proc”, where individual components of the sum of the squares
and calculated and then summed in “stat_proc_2”.
−− Process to sum the i n i t i a l downsampled data and s t o r e the
−− sample p e r i o d sum at the end o f the p e r i o d
stat_proc_1 : p r o c e s s ( adc_clk )
begin
i f r i s i n g _ e d g e ( adc_clk ) then
i f clk_en = ’1 ’ or acqui re_pulse = ’1 ’ then
−− i n c o r p o r a t i n g the e r r o r component
mean_sum_hold <= mean_sum + errSum (12 downto 5 ) ;
−− S t a r t i n g the i n i t i a l sum
mean_sum <= to_signed ( to_int eger ( cutData ) , mean_sum ’ l e n g t h ) ;
e l s e
−− Adding consequent samples
mean_sum <= mean_sum + to_signed ( t o_inte ger ( cutData ) , mean_sum ’ l e n g t h ) ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
square_proc_1 : p r o c e s s ( adc_clk )
begin
i f r i s i n g _ e d g e ( adc_clk ) then
−− C a l c u l a t i n g the square o f the Most S i g n i f i c a n t B i t s f o r the v a r i a n c e parameter
square_hold <= to_unsigned ( to_i ntege r ( cutData ∗ cutData ) , square_hold ’ l e n g t h ) ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
square_err_proc : p r o c e s s ( adc_clk )
begin
i f r i s i n g _ e d g e ( adc_clk ) then
−− C a l c u l a t i n g the square o f the Least S i g n i f i c a n t B i t s f o r the v a r i a n c e parameter
err_squ_hold <= to_unsigned ( to _integ er ( errData ∗ errData ) , err_squ_hold ’ l e n g t h ) ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
cross_err_data_proc : p r o c e s s ( adc_clk )
begin
i f r i s i n g _ e d g e ( adc_clk ) then
−− C a l c u l a t i n g the c r o s s m u l t i p l i c a t i o n f o r the v a r i a n c e parameter
cross_err_hold <= s h i f t _ l e f t ( to_signed ( to _integ er ( errData )∗ to_ intege r ( cutData ) ,
cross_err_hold ’ l e n g t h ) , 1 ) ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
−− Summing the square o f the samples f o r the v a r i a n c e parameter
stat_proc_2 : p r o c e s s ( adc_clk )
begin
i f r i s i n g _ e d g e ( adc_clk ) then
−− Counter t imes the end c a l c u l a t i o n r e l a t i v e to the end o f the sample p e r i o d
i f proc_count = 1 then
square_sum_hold <= square_sum ;
square_sum <= to_unsigned ( ( to_int eger ( square_hold ) +
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to_ intege r ( err_squ_hold (9 downto 5 ) ) +
to_ intege r ( cross_err_hold (13 downto 5 ) ) ) , square_sum ’ l e n g t h ) ;
e l s e
square_sum <= square_sum +
to_unsigned ( ( to_int eger ( square_hold ) + to_in teger ( err_squ_hold (9 downto 5 ) ) +
to_ intege r ( cross_err_hold (13 downto 5 ) ) ) , square_sum ’ l e n g t h ) ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
−− M ul t i p l y i ng by the number o f samples f o r the v a r i a n c e parameter
calc_squares_1 : p r o c e s s ( adc_clk )
begin
i f r i s i n g _ e d g e ( adc_clk ) then
i f proc_count = 2 then
sample_part <= to_unsigned ( to_ intege r ( stat_counter_hold )∗ to_ intege r ( square_sum_hold ) ,
sample_part ’ l e n g t h ) ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
−−C a l c u l a t i n g the square o f the means f o r the v a r i a n c e parameter
calc_squares_2 : p r o c e s s ( adc_clk )
begin
i f r i s i n g _ e d g e ( adc_clk ) then
i f proc_count = 1 then
sum_part <= to_unsigned ( to_int eger ( mean_sum_hold∗mean_sum_hold ) , sum_part ’ l e n g t h ) ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
−− I n t e g r a t i n g the v a r i a n c e paramater components i n t o the f i n a l va lue
var_calc : p r o c e s s ( adc_clk )
begin
i f r i s i n g _ e d g e ( adc_clk ) then
i f proc_count = 3 then
var_hold <= to_unsigned ( to_i nteger ( sample_part ) − to_ intege r ( sum_part ) ,
var_hold ’ l e n g t h ) ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
−− S e t t i n g the module outputs and ready s i g n a l f o r parameter d e l i v e r y
set_vars : p r o c e s s ( adc_clk )
v a r i a b l e start_count : s t d _ l o g i c := ’ 0 ’ ;
begin
i f r i s i n g _ e d g e ( adc_clk ) then
calcDone <= ’ 0 ’ ;
i f clk_en = ’1 ’ then
mean_buf <= std_log ic_vector (mean_sum(15 downto 0) + errSum (12 downto 5 ) ) ;
start_count := ’ 1 ’ ;
end i f ;
i f start_count = ’1 ’ then
proc_count <= proc_count + 1 ;
i f proc_count = 4 then
start_count := ’ 0 ’ ;
var_buf <= std_log ic_vector ( var_hold (27 downto 1 2 ) ) ;
calcDone <= ’ 1 ’ ;
proc_count <= 0 ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end i f ;




Every FPGA based device is connected to the MAST-Upgrade Operations network
and has a corresponding Unit program that collects and then distributes data from
the device. Figure B.1 shows a schematic of how the FPGA device sits on the
network, along with the unit program, plasma control system, scheduler codes and
central storage.
Figure B.1: Schematic of the MAST-Upgrade Operations network and how FPGA
devices fit into the network. The unit program interfaces directly with the FPGA
device and passes data to the scheduler code for processing and storage.
FPGA based devices are only directly interfaced by the unit program, which collects
and distributes data from the diagnostic. Before a shot the unit program will
ready the device for data collection. In the case of the fission chamber acquisition
system this sets a software arm that clears the previous shot data in preparation
for receiving the next shot. After a shot has been run the unit program will then
collect data from the instrument using the HTTP “GET” protocol. The diagnostic
then holds this data in memory, to be re-collected in the case of errors, until the
software arm has been reset.
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Once the unit program has collected data it is processed into the netcdf-4 format
and sent to the scheduler code for routine post shot processing. Currently the
analysed data for the fission chamber system consists of converting the raw signal
into the real DC current signal and the real variance values. Once calibration
parameters have been obtained a value for the neutron flux will also be returned.
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Digital Implementation of the
Mirror Langmuir Probe Control
System
C.1 Code snippets from the Real-time Langmuir
Probe Biasing System
The following is a code snippet for the temperature calculation module in the Mir-
ror Langmuir Probe control system. The other modules follow basically the same
layout with minor adjustments depending on the specific equation. Of note is the
timing process to set the divider inputs and the process to retrieve data from the
divider and convert it into a look-up table address.
−− purpose : Process to do c ore r e s e t
−− type : s e q u e n t i a l
−− i np u ts : adc_clk , c lk_rst , iSat_guess
−− outputs : Temp
reset_proc : p r o c e s s ( adc_clk ) i s
begin −− p r o c e s s reset_proc
i f r i s i n g _ e d g e ( adc_clk ) then −− r i s i n g c l o c k edge
i f c l k _ r s t = ’1 ’ then −− synchronous r e s e t ( a c t i v e high )
Temp_proxy <= to_signed ( Temp_guess , 1 6 ) ;
e l s e
i f output_tr igger = ’1 ’ then
i f Temp_mask > to_signed (1200 , Temp_mask ’ l e n g t h ) then
Temp_proxy <= to_signed (1200 , 1 6 ) ;
e l s i f Temp_mask < to_signed (20 , Temp_mask ’ l e n g t h ) then
i f Temp_mask < to_signed ( 0 , Temp_mask ’ l e n g t h ) then
Temp_proxy <= to_signed ( Temp_guess , 1 6 ) ;
e l s e
Temp_proxy <= to_signed (20 , 1 6 ) ;
end i f ;
e l s e
Temp_proxy <= Temp_mask(15 downto 0 ) ;
end i f ;
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data_val id <= ’ 1 ’ ;
e l s e
data_val id <= ’ 0 ’ ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s reset_proc ;
−− purpose : Process to c a l c u l a t e Temperature value
−− type : combinat ional
−− i np u ts : adc_clk
−− outputs : s a t u r a t i o n c u r r e n t
Temp_proc : p r o c e s s ( adc_clk ) i s
begin
i f r i s i n g _ e d g e ( adc_clk ) then
i f exp_en = ’1 ’ then
i f ca lc_switch = " 0 1 " then
Temp_mask <= s h i f t _ r i g h t ( d i f f e r e n c e _ h o l d ∗ s ig n ed (BRAMret) , 9 ) ;
e l s i f ca lc_switch = " 1 0 " then
Temp_mask <= s h i f t _ r i g h t ( to_signed ( t o_inte ger ( d i f f e r e n c e _ h o l d ) ∗
to_ intege r ( unsigned (BRAMret ) ) , 32) , 1 3 ) ;
e l s i f ca lc_switch = " 0 0 " then
Temp_mask <= s h i f t _ r i g h t ( d i f f e r e n c e _ h o l d ∗ s ig n ed (BRAMret) , 9 ) ;
end i f ;
output_tr igger <= ’ 1 ’ ;
e l s e
output_tr igger <= ’ 0 ’ ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s Temp_proc ;
−− purpose : Process to c a l c u l a t e the d i f f e r e n c e between b i a s and f l o a t i n g v o l t a g e
−− type : s e q u e n t i a l
−− i np u ts : adc_clk , waitBRAM , s t o r e S i g , s t o r e S i g 2
−− outputs : d i f f e r e n c e _ h o l d
d i f f e r e n c e _ p r o c : p r o c e s s ( adc_clk ) i s
begin −− p r o c e s s d i f f e r e n c e _ p r o c
i f r i s i n g _ e d g e ( adc_clk ) then −− r i s i n g c l o c k edge
i f waitBRAM = ’1 ’ then −− synchronous r e s e t ( a c t i v e high )
d i f f e r e n c e _ h o l d <= s t o r e S i g − s t o r e S i g 2 ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s d i f f e r e n c e _ p r o c ;
−− purpose : p r o c e s s to s e t the d i v i s o r and div idend f o r the d i v i d e r
−− type : combinat ional
−− i np u ts : adc_clk
−− outputs : d i v i s o r , dividend , tUser
div_proc : p r o c e s s ( adc_clk ) i s
v a r i a b l e divisor_mask : s ig n ed (13 downto 0) := ( o t h e r s => ’ 0 ’ ) ;
begin −− p r o c e s s d i f f _ p r o c
i f r i s i n g _ e d g e ( adc_clk ) then
i f clk_en = ’1 ’ then
−− S e t t i n g the v a r i a b l e s to go i n t o the d i v i s i o n
divisor_mask := s ig n ed ( i S a t (13 downto 0 ) ) ;
i f divisor_mask /= to_signed ( 0 , 14) then
d i v i s o r _ t d a t a <= " 0 0 " & std_log ic_vector ( divisor_mask ) ;
e l s e
d i v i s o r _ t d a t a <= " 0 0 " & std_log ic_vector ( to_signed ( iSat_guess , 1 4 ) ) ;
end i f ;
dividend_tdata <= " 0 0 " & std_log ic_vector ( s h i f t _ r i g h t ( s i g n ed ( volt_in ) , 0 ) ) ;
d iv idend_tva l id <= ’ 1 ’ ;
d i v i s o r _ t v a l i d <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s t o r e S i g <= s ig n ed ( v o l t 2 ) ;
s t o r e S i g 2 <= s ig n ed ( vFloat ) ;
e l s e
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div idend_tva l id <= ’ 0 ’ ;
d i v i s o r _ t v a l i d <= ’ 0 ’ ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s div_proc ;
−− purpose : p r o c e s s to s e t the BRAM address f o r data r e t r i e v a l .
−− type : combinat ional
−− i np u ts : adc_clk
−− outputs : BRAM_addr, waitBRAM
BRAM_proc : p r o c e s s ( adc_clk ) i s
v a r i a b l e d i v i d e r _ i n t : i n t e g e r range −8191 to 8191 := 0 ;
v a r i a b l e divider_rem : i n t e g e r range −2047 to 2047 := 0 ;
v a r i a b l e addr_mask : i n t e g e r range 0 to 16383 := 0 ;
begin −− p r o c e s s BRAM_proc
i f r i s i n g _ e d g e ( adc_clk ) then
i f index = ’1 ’ then
−− Extract ing the i n t e g e r part and the f r a c t i o n a l part returned by the
−− d i v i d e r cor e to use in the bram address mapping
divider_rem := to_in teger ( s ig n e d ( d iv ider_tdata (11 downto 0 ) ) ) ;
d i v i d e r _ i n t := to_in teger ( s ig n e d ( d iv ider_tdata (25 downto 1 2 ) ) ) ;
i n t _ s t o r e <= d i v i d e r _ i n t ;
rem_store <= divider_rem ;
case d i v i d e r _ i n t i s
when −1 =>
addr_mask := 0 ;
ca lc_switch <= " 0 1 " ;
when 0 =>
addr_mask := 2048 + divider_rem ;
i f addr_mask < 2048 then
ca lc_switch <= " 0 1 " ;
e l s e
ca lc_switch <= " 0 0 " ;
end i f ;
when 1 =>
addr_mask := 4096 + divider_rem ;
ca lc_switch <= " 1 0 " ;
when 2 =>
addr_mask := 6144 + divider_rem ;
ca lc_switch <= " 1 0 " ;
when 3 =>
addr_mask := 8192 + divider_rem ;
ca lc_switch <= " 1 0 " ;
when 4 =>
addr_mask := 10240 + divider_rem ;
ca lc_switch <= " 1 0 " ;
when 5 =>
addr_mask := 12288 + divider_rem ;
ca lc_switch <= " 1 0 " ;
when 6 =>
addr_mask := 14336 + divider_rem ;
ca lc_switch <= " 1 0 " ;
when o t h e r s =>
i f d i v i d e r _ i n t < to_signed ( −1 , 14) then
addr_mask := 0 ;
ca lc_switch <= " 0 1 " ;
e l s i f d i v i d e r _ i n t >= to_signed ( 7 , 14) then
addr_mask := 16383;
ca lc_switch <= " 1 0 " ;
end i f ;
end case ;
addr_mask_store <= addr_mask ;
BRAM_addr <= std_log ic_vector ( to_unsigned ( addr_mask , 1 4 ) ) ;
waitBRAM <= ’ 1 ’ ;
e l s e
waitBRAM <= ’ 0 ’ ;
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end i f ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s BRAM_proc ;
−− purpose : p r o c e s s to c o l l e c t bram data a f t e r address i s s e t by d i v i s i o n module
−− type : combinat ional
−− i np u ts : adc_clk
−− outputs : exp_ret , exp_en
c o l l e c t _ p r o c : p r o c e s s ( adc_clk ) i s
begin −− p r o c e s s c o l l e c t _ p r o c
−− S e t t i n g a c o l l e c t i o n t i c k to get the r i g h t block ram memory back once
−− the address has been a s s i g n e d .
i f r i s i n g _ e d g e ( adc_clk ) then
i f waitBRAM = ’1 ’ then
exp_count <= exp_count + 1 ;
end i f ;
i f exp_count = 1 then
exp_count <= exp_count + 1 ;
e l s i f exp_count = 2 then
exp_en <= ’ 1 ’ ;
end i f ;
i f exp_en = ’1 ’ then
exp_count <= 0 ;
exp_en <= ’ 0 ’ ;
end i f ;
end i f ;





D.1 Electron Bernstein Wave X-O Mode Conversion
Electron Bernstein waves are electrostatic waves that occur in a plasma. They
are defined as high frequency longitudinal oscillations and can be derived from the
plasma wave equations in the absence of a magnetic field [151]. Electron Bernstein
waves can be characterised as having wavelengths of the order of four times the
gyro-radius, and must be sufficiently high frequency such that the ion motion can
be ignored
O and X-mode waves correspond to orthogonal polarised light that propagates
perpendicular to the magnetic field. Due to differences in the dispersion relation,
the cut-off density, and therefore the edge penetration depth, for O and X mode
waves is slightly different. This difference in penetration depth could be significant
enough to cause interference in resolving the backscattered image as described in
section 4.2.1.1, hence the need for polarisation separation antennas so that the
different backscattered locations can be distinguished.
The SAMI diagnostic was originally intended to be used in a passive mode to detect
emission of O and X-mode waves that had been generated by electron Bernstein
waves [152]. Electron Bernstein waves can be mode converted and escape the plasma
in the form of microwaves. Depending on the exact plasma conditions at the
point of mode conversion, either an O or X-mode wave will be emitted. These
conditions can be determined from the dispersion relationships that result from
electromagnetic wave propagation perpendicular to the magnetic field through a
plasma. As the mode conversion conditions are determined by the local plasma
parameters, including the magnetic pitch angle, the SAMI diagnostic could measure
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the edge current density without an active probing beam.
This appendix is to further explain the need for polarisation antennas, and is not
intended as an in-depth explanation of Electron-Bernstein waves and their mode
conversion properties. For a full discussion of mode conversion of microwaves in the
plasma edge and how they apply to the application of the SAMI diagnostic when
operated in a passive mode, see the theses of Simon Freethy [153], David Thomas [154],
and Matthew Thomas [110]. The many papers written on the application of the
previous SAMI diagnostic would also be highly informative [14] [107] [152].
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